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PUBLISHERS' NOTE

This collection of essays on Karma and rebirth and other

kindred topics is now reprinted for the first time in book
form under the title "The Problem of Rebirth".

The essays have been arranged under three sections.
The first consists of a number of independent but really a

developing series of articles on the theory of Rebirth and
Karma which can easily be regarded as chapter headings

of a single work. They originally appeared in the Arya.
Vol. 11, Nos. 4 and 5, Nov.-Dec., 1915 and serially from
Vol. V, No. 8 to Vol. VI, No. 5, March to Dec., 1919,

respectively.
The second section contains the series of essays on "The

Lines of Karma" (Arya, Vol. VII, Nos. 1-3 and 4-5, Aug.
to Dec. 1920), and the third on "The Higher Lines of

Karma" (Arya, Vol. VII, Nos. 4-5 and 6, Nov.-Dec.,-1920
and Jan. 1921) which remained incomplete. At one time it
was thought to complete it and bring out the work under
the same title as now adopted. The major portion was even

reprinted, but, except for minor revisions, nothing further
was done. These revisions by the Master have been incorpo

rated in the present work.
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REBIRTH

The theory of rebirth is almost as ancient as thought itself
and its origin is unknown. We may according to our pre
possessions accept it as the fruit of ancient psychological
experience always renewable and verifiable and therefore
true or dismiss it as a philosophical dogma and ingenious
speculation; but in either case the doctrine, even as it is in
all appearance well-nigh as old as human thought itself, is
likely also to endure as long as human beings continue to
think.

In former times the doctrine used to pass in Europe under
the grotesque name of transmigration which brought with
it to the Western mind the humorous image of the soul of
Pythagoras migrating, a haphazard bird of passage, from
the human form divine into the body of a guinea-pig or an
ass. The philosophical appreciation of the theory expressed
itself in the admirable but rather unmanageable Greek
word, ~etempsychosis, which means the insouling of a new
body by the same psychic individual. The Greek tongue
is always happy in its marriage of thought and word and a
better expression could not be found; but forced into
English speech the word becomes merely long and pedantic
without any memory of its subtle Greek sense and has to
be abandoned. Reincarnation is the now popular term,
but the idea in the word leans to the gross or external view
of the fact and begs many questions. I prefer "rybirtlJ",
for it renders the sense of the wide, colourless, but mfficient
Sanskrit term, punarjanma, "again-birth", and commits us
to nothing but "the fundamental idea which is the essence
and life of the doctrine.

Rebirth is for the modern mind no more than a specula
tion and a theory; it has never been proved by the methods
of modern science or to the satisfaction of the new critical

::y;
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mind formed by a scientific culture. Neither has it been
disproved; for modern science knows nothing about a
before-life or an after-life for the human soul, knows nothing
indeed about a soul at all, nor can know; its province
stops with the flesh and brain and nerve, the embryo and
its formation and development. Neither has modern criti
cism any apparatus by which the truth or untruth of re
.birth can be established. In fact, modern criticism, with
all its pretensions to searching investigation and scrupulous
certainty, is no very efficient truth-finder. Outside the
sphere of the immediate physical it is almost helpless. It is
good at discovering data, but except where the data them
selves bear on the surface their own conclusion, it has no
means of being rightly sure of the generalisations it an
nounces from them so confidently in one generation and
destroys in the next. It has no means of finding out with
surety the truth or untruth of a doubtful historical asser
tion; after a century of dispute it has not even been able to
tell us yes or no, whether Jesus Christ ever existed. How
then shall it deal with such a matter as this of rebirth which

is stuff of psychology and must be settled rather by psycho
logical than physical evidence?

The arguments which are usually put forward by suppor
ters and opponents, are often sufficiently futile and at their
best certainly insufficient either to prove or to disprove
anything in the world. One argument, for instance, often
put forward triumphantly in disproof is this that we have
no memory of our past lives and therefore there were no

I past lives! One smiles to see such reasoning seriously used

by those who imagine that they are something more than
, intellectual children. The argument proceeds on psycho

logical grounds and yet it ignores the very nature of our
ordinary or physical memory which is all that the normal
man can employ. How much do we remember of our

~ual_ Jives .w.:his;JL~fa.r,~,uI!:do~_~te(Hy.JIVlng'3.i~t~~.£~~sen!
moment? Our memory is normally good for what is near,
bec<mies'vaguer or less comprehensive as its objects recede

~II)

into the distance, farther off seizes only some salient points
and, finally, for the beginning of our lives falls into a mere
blankness. Do we remember even the mere fact, the simple
state of being an infant on the mother's breast? and yet
that state of infancy was, on any but a Buddhist theory,
part of the same life and belonged to the same individual,
-the very one who cannot remember it just as he cannot

r ~ remember his past life. Yet we-'deman'if'iliat11iis-physlcai
lr memory, tlllSmemory of the brute brain of man which

cannot remember our infancy and has lost so much of our
later years, shall yet recall that which was before infancy,
before birth, before itself was formed. And if it cannot,
we are to cry, "Disproved your reincarnation theory!"
The sapient insipiency of our ordinary human reasoning
could go no farther than in this sort of ratiocination. Ob
viously, if our past lives are to be remembered whether a.s
fact and state or ill their events~es, it can only be
bY a psycliicarmemoryawaking which .;nl overcome the

limits of the physical and resus~i,~3;t.~)!I1PE~~~!~E~..2!2,~
~~_!~~~~..!!}~:m.E~~L~~~!&.....E!!~~~~J.Q~i.!!g,Jn:.-E!!rs~~
cerebration.

tJ ~d""_-"·"~""". __>·.",·" ..·_~.:'!l.

I doubt whether, even if we could have evidence of the
physical memory of past lives or of such a psychical awaken
ing, the theory would be considered any better proved
than before. We now hear of many such instances confi
dently alleged though without that apparatus of verified
evidence responsibly examined which gives weight to the
results of psychical research. The sceptic can always
challenge them as mere fiction and imagination unless and
until they are placed on a firm basis of evidence. Even if
the facts alleged are verified, he has the resource of affirming
that they are not really memories but were known to the
person alleging them by ordinary physical means or were
suggested to him by others and have been converted into
reincarnate memory either by conscious deception or by a
process of self-deception and self-hallucination. And even
supposing the evidence were too strong and unexceptionable



to ..be got rid of by these familiar devices, they might yet
not be accepted as proof of rebirth; the mind can discover

~""""".~_=_- .. _,_._.-, .. c~

ahu..nd!.esI theor~!icaL~?C~!~c~<;tti()ns.i()ra, sing:!~J3·:r:?uJ>.J!
facts. Modern speculation and research have brought in
ih'i'rdoubt to overhang all psychical theory and generalisa
tion.

We know, for instance, that in the phenomena, say, of
automatic writing or of communication from the dead, it is
~'_.c hc.. ". '. _,c."_'-_., ,c_.._~_"_=·C'_'c''''~~'''''>''·'·_'_aisputed whet er the'pJienomena proceed frogl outside, from

_'-' __ ~ .. _. __ , .._. _,' ...•.. _ .•>.-,-- __ .. ..,.-. .•.• ~ __ ."""'~.-."'.~~_._~ ''__>'_ .. <:..,., ......•.._, .~". -~,-.- .~'i'!<lf

dis~Il1bodied minds, or fr0In\¥lthin, from t~esll~liIl1inal
~ci~n';s:~;;;het~e~th~ ~~o~~llmicat[on is'~ctual liti'?
~edi;rtefrom tlieIaeisea'peiionalitY'o~'i~ theupnsins. to'
~e_~\lr£icy;r·~!~~~~t~~;P,~~~~~gs!i.~~~~~lroI!!}~
mind o~th~!h~,!!.'i~$ IIl.~lllt.~~,E~~.~~!Ed,.~.ll,E,!!l~~~~
olii-'SU'bliminalmentality. The same kind of doubts might be
•••• .' b "'N'_io-."""_

opposed to the evidences of reincarnate memory. 'It might !:le
~. ! maintained that they prove the power of a certain mysterious

I faculty in us, a consciousnessthat can have some inexplicable
Iknowledge of past events, but that these events belong to

other personalities than ours and that our attribution of them
to our own personality in past lives is an imagination, a
hallucination, or else an instance'ofthat self-appropriation of
things and experiences perceived but not our own which is
one out of the undoubted phenomena of mental error.
Much would be proved by an accumulation of such evidences
but not, to the sceptic at least, rebirth. Certainly, if they were
sufficiently ample, exact, profuse, intimate, they would
create an atmosphere which would lead in the end to a gene
ral acceptance of the theory by the human race as a moral
certitude. But proof is a different matter.

Mter all, most ()f the things, that we accept as .!!.l.11l:1.~
really no more than moral certitud~. We have all the pro
founde;t~mshakable faith that the earth revolves on its own
axis, but as has been pointed out by a great French mathe
matician, the fact has never been proved; it is only a theory
which accounts well for certain observable facts, no more.
Who knows whether it may not be replaced in this or another 1 This was written before the appearance of the theories of Einstein.

century by a better-or a worse? All observed astronomical
phenomena were admirably accounted for by theories of
spheres and I know not what else, before Galileo came in
with his "And yet it moves," disturbing the infallibility of
Popes and Bibles and the science and logic of the learned.
One feels certain that admirable theories could be invented
to account for the facts of gravitation if our intellects were
not prejudiced and prepossessed by the anterior demons
trations ofNewton.1 This is the ever-perplexing and inherent
plague of our reason; for it starts by knowing nothing and has
to deal with infinite possibilities, and the possible explana
tions of any given set of facts until we actually know what is
behind them, are endless. In the end, we really know only
what we observe and even that subject to a haunting question,
for instance, that green is green and white is white, although
it appears that colour is not colour but something else that
creates the appearance of colour. Beyond observable fact we
must be content with reasonable logical satisfaction, domi
nating probability and moral certitude,-at least until we
have the sense to observe that there are faculties in us higher
than the sense-dependent reason and awaiting development
by which we can arrive at greater certainties.

We cannot really assert as against the sceptic any such
dominant probability or any such certitude on behalf of the
theory of rebirth. The external evidence yet available is in
the last degree rudimentary. Pythagoras was one of the
greatest of sages, but his assertion that he fought at Troy
under the name of the Antenorid and was slain by the
younger son of Atreusis an assertion only and his identifica
tion of the Trojan shield will convince no one who is not
already convinced; the modern evidence is not as yet any
more convincing than the proof of Pythagoras. In absence
of external proof which to our matter-governed sensational
intellects is alone conclusive, we have the argument of the
reincarnationists that their theory accounts for all the facts

13REBIRTH
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better than any other yet advanced. The claim is just, but it
does not create any kind of certitude. The theory of rebirth
coupled with that of Karma gives us a simple, symmetrical,
beautiful explanation of things; but so too the theory of the
spheres gave us once a simple, symmetrical, beautiful ex
planation of the heavenly movements. Yet we have now got
quite another explanation, much more complex, much more
Gothic and shaky in its symmetry, an inexplicable order
evolved out of chaotic infinities, which we accept as the truth
of the matter. And yet, if we will only think, we shall per
haps see that even this is not the whole truth; there is much
more behind we have not yet discovered. Therefore the
simplicity, symmetry. beauty, satisfactoriness of the reincar
nation theory is no warrant of its certitude.

When we go into details, the uncert(linty increa,ses.Rebirth
accou~ts~for ~amj?le,;r~ -th~l'heI);OIIl~~_~~~r:g§1i!~I~~
faculty ands_o~':J.lI.other_£~:rchological myst~rie~_}Ju_~hen
Science comes in _with . its all-sufficient explana~io~.2x
heredity,-though, like that of rebirth, all-sufficient only to
those w1i'O'ah-eadJ)eIie~einit. With~iit"~'~ "cl~imsof
here Ity have been ab"Siinnyexaggerated. It has succeeded
in accounting for much, not all, in our physical make-up,
our temperament, our vital peculiarities. Its attempt to ac
count for genius, inborn faculty and other psychological
phenomena of a higher kind is a pretentious failure. But this
may be because Science knows nothing at all that is funda
mental about our psychology,-no more than primitive
astronomers knew of the constitution and law of the stars

whose movements they yet observed with a sufficient accu
racy. I do not think that even when Science knows more
and better, it will be able to explain these things by heredity;
but the scientist may well argue that he"is only at the begin
ning of his researches, that the generalisation which has
explained so much may well explain all, and that, at any rate,
his hypothesis has had a better start in its equipment of
provable facts than the theory of reincarnation.

Nevertheless, the argument of the reincarnationist is so

15REBIRTH

far a good argument and respect-worthy, though not conclu-_-
sive. But there is another)more clamorously advanced"which
seems to me to be on a par with the hostile reasoning from
absence of memory, at least in the form in which it is usually
advanced to attract unripe minds. This is the ethical argu
ment by which it is sought to justify God's ways with the
world or the world's ways with itself. There must, it is
thought, be a moral governance for the world; or at least
some sanction of reward in the cosmos for virtue, some sanc
tion of punishment for sin. But upon our perplexed and
chaotic earth no such sanction appears. We see the good
man thrust down into the press of miseries and the wicked
flourishing like a green bay-tree and not cut down miserably
in his end. Now this is intolerable. It is a cruel anomaly, it is
a reflection on God's wisdom and justice, almost a proof that
God is not; we must remedy that. Or if God is not, we must
have some other sanction for righteousness.

How comforting it would be if we could tell a good man
and even the amount of his goodness,-for should not the
Supreme be a strict and honourable accountant?-by the
amount of ghee that he is allowed to put into his stomach
and the number of rupees he can jingle into his bank and the
various kinds of good luck that accrue to him. Yes, and how
comforting too if we could point our finger at the wicked
stripped of all concealment and cry at him, "0 thou wicked
one! for if thou wert not evil, wouldst thou in a world go
verned by God or at least by good, be thus ragged, hungry,
unfortunate, pursued by griefs, void of honour among men?
Yes, thou art proved wicked, because thou art ragged. God's
justice is established." The Supreme Intelligence being
fortunately wiser and nobler than man's childishness, this is
impossible. But let us take comfort! It appears that if the
good man has not enough good luck and ghee and rupees, it
is because he is really a scoundrel suffering for his crimes,
but a scoundrel in his past life who has suddenly turned a
new leaf in his mother's womb; and if yonder wicked man
flourishes and tramples gloriously on the world, it is because

THE PROBLEM OF REBIRTH
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of his goodness-in a past life, the saint that was then having
since been converted-was it by his.experience of the tem
poral vanity of virtue ?-to the cult of sin. All is explained,
all is justified. We suffer for our sins in another body; we
shall be _rewarded in another body for our virtues in this;·
and so it will go on ad infinitum. No wonder, the philosophers
found this a bad business and proposed as a remedy to get rid
of both sin and virtue and even as our highest good to scram
bleanyhow out of a world so amazingly governed.

Obviously, this scheme of things is only a variation of the
old spiritual-material bribe and menace, the bribe of a
Heaven of fat joys for the good and the threat of a hell of
eternal fire or bestial tortures for the wicked. The idea of the
Law of the world as primarily a dispenser of rewards and
punishments is cognate to the idea of the Supreme Being as a
judge, "father" and school-master who is continually re
warding with lollipops his good boys and continually caning
his naughty urchins. It is cognate also to the barbarous and
iniquitous system of savage and degrading punishment for
social offences on which human society is still founded. Man
insists continually on making God in his own image instead
of seeking to make himself more and more in the image of
God, and all these ideas are the reflection of the child and
the savage and the animal in us which we have still failed to
transform or outgrow. We should be inclined to wonder how
these fancies of children found their way into such profound
philosophical religions as Buddhism and Hinduism, if it were

not so/~a~hat men ,:ill not deny. themselves the luxury
of tackmg._on .the rubbIsh from theIr past to the deeper
thoughts of their sages.

No doubt, since these ideas were so prominent, they must
have had their use in training humanity. Perhaps even it is
true that the Supreme deals with the child soul according to
its childishness and allows it to continue its sensational ima

ginations of heaven and hell for a time beyond the death of
the physical body. Perhaps both these ideas of after-life and
of rebirth as fields of punishment and reward were needed

because suited to our half-mentalised animality. But after
a certain stage the system ceases to be really effective.
Men believe in Heaven and Hell but go on sinning merrily,
quit at last by a Papal indulgence or the final priestly abso
lution or a death-bed repentance or a bath in the Ganges
or a sanctified death at Benares,--such are the childish
devices by which we escape from our childishness! And in

the end the mind grows adult and puts the whole nursery
nonsense away with contempt. The reward and punish
ment theory of rebirth, if a little more elevated or at least
less crudely sensational, comes to be as ineffective. And it
is good that it should be so. For it is intolerable that man
with his divine capacity should continue to be virtuous

for a reward and shun sin out of terror. BetteL$!.~strong
sinner than a selfish coward or a pet& huckste~<:i)with
God; there is more divinity in him, more capacity of ele
vation. Truly the Gita has said well, krPa1Jii~phalahetav~.
And it is inconceivable that the system of this vast and

majestic world should have been founded on these petty
and paltry motives. There is reason in these theories?
Then reason of the nursery, puerile. Ethics? then ethics of
the mud, muddy.

The true foundation of the theory of rebirth is the evo-

~ of the s~~! rath.eLi.!!~~fii()resc~n~-S.2ut·-()Tthe.:Vi]}
of Matter and its gradual se1f-.fi!lcg!!&.Buddhism contained
this-truth involved in: It~'-theory of Karma and emergence
out of Karma but failed to bring it to light; Hinduism knew
it of old, but afterwards missed the right balance of its
expression. Now we are again able to restate the ancient

truth in a new language and this is already being done by
certain schools of thought, though still the old incrustations
tend to tack themselves· on to the deeper wisdom. And if
this gradual efflorescence be true, then the theory of rebirth
is an intellectual necessity, a logically unavoidable corollary.
But what is the aim of that evolution? Not conventional
or interested virtue and the faultless counting out of the
small coin of good in the hope of an apportioned material2
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reward, but the continual growth of a divine knowledge,
strength, love and purity. These things alone are real virtue
and this virtue is its own reward. The one true reward of

the works of love is to grow ever in capacity and delight of
love up to the ecstasy of the spirit's all-seizing embrace
and universal passion; the one reward of the works of right
Knowledge is to grow perpetually into the infinite Light;
the one reward of the works of right Power is to harbour
more and more of the Force Divine, and of the works of
purity to be freed more and more from egoism into that im
maculate wideness where all things are transformed and re-

(onciled into the divine equality. To seek other reward isto bind oneself to a foolishness and a childish ignorance;
,I and to regard even these things as a reward is an unripeness

and an imperfection.

/ And ~.~~L~~!f~rinK.._<l!!g ..haP1)i!leslJJ.,misf()!,!u!!~..!!'n!i.( prosper~~t? .These are e:c:peri~~~.esof .!h~.s,o:,:!!.iJ}its.~r~i.~i!!g,
, ~el~, {!Ops. ~eans..L.disciplines, tests! ordeals I-and p!~~-

~~~ often~~.wo~ . .2!9-e'!l.J~n suff~Ijn~ ~?eed, adv~
Slty, suffer~y ,~ft.~!1~.!~~~!!!!t~~~.a~ ..<l,.!~W~!.g>tg
virtuetIian as a punishment for sin.zsince it turns out to
fie the ~eate~!,.~~~p ~~a,~fier of lh~i2liCinig~~i1£
unfold Its~To regard it merely as the stern award of a
Judge, the anger-oran irritated Ruler or even the mecha
nical recoil of result of e~!.~,?~~~~s,~ of eviJJ!..1o~~tbe
most 'superfiCialvIew·possible.2fP<><;l~~.de~lin..~~t~.tll~. so~l
iiiCIlliel'aw-ofits·evoluiion.' 'And what of worldly prosperity,
'wealth, progen~the-out~ard enjoyment of art, beauty,
power? Good%.~.ft~e~,",beachiev~~~~t.~~~t,!o~~ tO~~jQul
and enjoyed only as the. outflowinK.9-L!he qiyine J.Qy.~.!!g
~~..!1~~.~~i_~~!.erl~Ltt.iis"te~£~~ But let us ~~k thelll...:fus.t

\ for others or rather for all, and for ourselves' only as a part

t of the universal coo.diti~; or as one means of bringing per
1 fection nearer.

/ The soul needs no proof of its rebirth any more than it
needs proof of its immortality .. ~,~llere....c.Q"I!1~_~

{ when it is consciously immortal, aware of itself in its eternal--- -----'--- ~,'-'. '--'-"-'~--'----~_.-'- •._.. .._~---~~.._.~_._-,-_ •.. _ .._._-_._- ~.-

and immutable essence. Once that realisation is accom

iiliShed, all-intellectual questionings for and against the
immortality of the soul fall away like a vain clamour of
ignorance around the self-evident and ever-present truth.
Tata na vicikitsate. That is the true dynamic belief in immor
tality when it becomes to us not an intellectual dogma
but a fact as evident as the physical fact of our breathing
and as little in need of proof or argument. ~(),also there
comes a time when the soul becomes aware of itself in its

eteiiialaIld mutable moment; it is then aware of the a,ges
behind ..that. constituted the p~esent ''OrganisatIon. of' th~
iiiOvemeni,-'seeshow this was prepared in an uninterrupted
<.:....---,.. _ . ,_.",_.__._.__', .""",._ _"",__'_" ....~__ .._.",-"'_._.._. ._ -'-_'J._ ._.•....._.,.".~•••.••.••,._•..-'~.,,"-.,,;

past, remEfnoers . the bygone soul-states, environments,
~cular(orms of activi!L'Y_lli~ll!?uiltup.its PE.~!e!!.~,co~sti
tuents a!:,! kn()~s.~!~."~~.!i.ti~.Ill()vingby devel0E..lll:~J;1tin._~.I!
~ninterrupted futu!,~. This is the true dynamic belief in
rebirth, and there too the play of the questioning intellect
ceases; the soul's vision and the soul's memory are all.
Certainly, there remains the question of the mechanism of
the development and of the laws of rebirth where the in
tellect and its inquiries and generalisations can still have
some play. And here the more one thinks and experiences,~ ..__ ._'~~-._"~'. ----- - " ... ----_ ..~...• - ..,-- ._"- •... ,-,~-,--- ~',.. .- -'-~_. .•..._ .....•.•.-._. ---~----., .-

the more the' ordinary, simple, cut and dried account of
reincarnation seems to bear doubtfl!t validity. There IS

s~Iy ~he;~,.a greater co~plexity, a law' ~~olved with a
more difficult movement and a more intricate harmony
out of the possibilities of the Infinite. But this is a question
which ,g."~m~E~d~.long and ample. cQ!1si<i~rllti()I!;for...~~.btle"!~h~ law of it. Anur hye/a dharmaJ.z~.



of one pillow-case and thrust into another. Or the soul
fashions itself a body in the mother's womb and then occu
pies it, or else, let us say, puts off one robe of flesh and then

J puts on another. ~t what is it~~hat~h~~,:!:~~~~''._()Ileb~r and "enters" into another? Is it another, a psychic body

I'aiidsu15tlei()rm,~'tJiat enters into the gross corporeal form,
-the Purusha perhaps of the ancient image, no bigger than

• a man's thumb, or is it something in itself formless and

, impalpable that incarnates in the sense of becoming or assuIming to the senses a palpable shape of bone and flesh?

In the ordinary, the vulgar conception.;there is no birth
of a soul at all, but only the birth of a new body into the
world occupied by an old personality unchanged from that
which once left some now discarded physical frame. It is
John Robinson who has gone out of the form of flesh he
once occupied; it is John Robinson who tomorrow or some
centuries hence will re-incarnate in another form of flesh
and resume the course of his terrestrial experiences with
another name and in another environment. Achilles, let us
say, is reborn as Alexander, the son of Philip, a Macedonian,
conqueror not of Hector but of Darius, with a wider scope,
with ,larger destinies; but it is still Achilles, it is the same
personality that is reborn, only the bodily circumstances
are different. It is this surviv.al ()f the identi~~~p<:.rso!1a:!i!y
~~!!=racts_th~ ..El~!_()P:~nmind ..t~~.Y in ~lI~_!h<:;0!'Yo(~:
incarnation. For it is the extinction or dissolution of the

p-e;;)Ii;iity: of this mental, nervous and physical composite
which I call myself that is hard to bear for the man ena
moured of life, and it is the promise of its survival and
physical reappearance that is the great lure. The one
O.lb.l·eeC!i.()!,1thatr~ally stands in the way of its accepta~c'e-is
~- -- '~'-' -"~~···-·-r--"~--~"o~"-''''''-"_'_~''~~~--'_'."''__'_'the obvious non-survival OI memory. Memory is the man,

says the-moaem-psyClioTog1si~ana-what is the use of the
survival of my personality, if I do not remember my past,
if I am not aware of being the same person still and always?
What is the utility? Where is the enjoyment?

The old Indian thinkers,-I am not speaking of the popu-
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tI:!uman th~~g~~ in th: ..ge~e.~~~ty.of_~en is.t;().!n.~~~_~h_c:..~
/ r!?l:1g~ana:c£E~.~<:..3C.~~!<:lJiceof unexamined icleas; it is.ll

I;sleepy ~e,ntry.and allows anyt~~Il;~_!()pa~s_!~e,.g;ateswhic.~\. seems to it. decently .&a!bed or wears a plausIble appear-fl _..,.,"""""·,,,:._.'''ii~~'''··'''F'''~~'_- .. -'-'.' ... -',--_. ,'_ 0-_ ....,' ---"_'-"-_'-''':.n;-~_

'I ance or ca;n.~umble anything that resembles some fa~~li~..r

I,password. Especially is this so in subtle matters, those, remote from the concrete facts of our physical life and en
vironment. Even men who will reason carefully and acutely
in ordinary matters and there consider vigilance against
error an intellectual or a practical duty, are yet content

i with the most careless stumbling when they get upon
~ higher and more difficult ground. Where precision and
. subtie thinking are most needed, there they are most impa

tient of it and averse to the labour demanded of them. Men-
, ~an manage fi~~t.!J.0u~~~~bou~~bl«:!J:1iIlgs, ll':l.t.!~.!~~~~
~ubt!r ab~t the subtle is!o.?-S!:~.~~a~t~a.iIlon the g~~~~r:e~~
of our-intellects; so we are content with making a dab at
the'trutIl,llk'e-the painter who tllrewhTs-lirush at his picture
whenhe could not get the effect that he desired. We. mis

t \ ~.~~. t~~.~rnudge that results for.!heperfect form of ~·~eritY.
1 It is not surprising then that men should be content to

think crudely about such a matter as rebirth. Those who
accept it, take it usually ready-made, either as a cut and

dried theory or a crude dogma. ~()ul iSJ:'eborniua..new
. body,-that vague and almost meaningless assertion is

Ir lOr"them sufficient. But whi("ls-'the soul and what can
ii; possibly be me~~~§~_.rebirth ~(~~.?~~!.Well, it means

I rcrncarnation; the soul, whatever that rruiy be, had got out
of one case of flesh and is now getting into another case of
flesh. It sounds simple,-let us say, like the Djinn of the
Arabian tale expanding out of and again compressing
himself into his bottle or perhaps as a pillow is lugged out

I
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lar belief which was crude enough and thought not at all
about the matter,-the old Buddhistic and Vedantist

thinkers. surveyed the WIiOliflelcftrom a very different
s.s~~~!~-!heX~ere not attached to the survivalo{the
personality; they did not give to that survival the' liigb
name"ofimmortality; they saw that personality being what

"""""'-..-- _.- _.'-~-,..,."."" "._-,"-.-.....,,~.~<-~_.~,..---.. . "~

it is, a constantly changmg composite, the survival of an
identIcal personalifYw.as· a non-sense, a contra.diction· in
terms. They perceived' indeed that there is a continuity
and they sought to discover what determines this c7>"~tiii.U!!y:
and whether the sense of identity which enters into it is an
illusion or the representation of a fact, of a real truth, and,
if the latter, then what that truth may be. The Buddhist
denied any real identity. There is, he said, no self, no
person; there is simply a continuous stream of energy in
action like the continuous flowing of a river or the conti
nuous burning of a flame. It is this continuity which creates
in the mind the false sense of identity. I am not now the
same person that I was ayear ago, not even the same person
that I w<l.Samoment ago, any more than the water flowing

past ronder 'ghaut is the same water that flowed past it a
few seconds ago; it is the persistence of the flow in the same
channel that preserves the false appearance of identity.
Obviously, then, there is no soul that reincarnates, but
onlY-Karma that persists in flowing~ontinuously down the"
s~me-appar~ntly ullinte~upted ~ha,n,nej. I.!-_~._.!<-l:\~ma·
that iI1~arnates; Karma, creates. the form of a co:g.stantJy
cha'riging mentality and physical bodies that are, we may
presume, the result of that changing composite of ideas
and sensations which I call myself. The identical "I" is
not, never was, never will be. Practically, so long as the
error of personality persists, this does not make much
difference and I can say in the language of ignorance that
I am reborn in a new body; practically, I have to proceed
on the basis of that error. But there is this important point
gained that it is all an error and an error which can cease;
the composite can be broken up for good without any fresh

formation, the flame can be extinguished, the channel which
called itself a river destroyed. ~!!!~!!-.t!!~r<:Js non..1:>eiIlg~
there is cessation, there is the release of the error from itself.

'''~e V~a.I1~~t_~!!1~s~t2.~ili[ei~~Lc~!!£ltiii9,iii~~~im!s . r r) L-
.ap j~<:al) .a self,~~.p'~~is~!...i~~~.~!~ •.,l~~lj!L_.~t ~J&~r
o~e!.!ha!t!!1"y,persoI1.~.lhL.~.t~er..!han t~is»~£!E:p~s~~~~~1ej1V
I call myself. In the Katha Upanishad the question is raised
rn- a very instructive fashion, quite apposite to the subject
we have in hand. Nachiketas, sent by his father to the world
of Death, thus questions Yama, the lord of that world:
Of the man who has gone forward, who has passed away
from us, some say that he is and others "this he is not";
which then is right? What is the truth of the great passage?
Such is the form of the question and at first sight it seems
simply to raise the problem of immortality in the European
sense of the word, the survival of the identical personality.
But that is .not what Nachiketas asks. He has already taken
as the second of three boons offered to him by Yama the
knowledge of the sacred Flame by which man crosses over
hunger and thirst, leaves sorrow and fear far behind him
and dwells in heaven securely rejoicing. Immortality in
that sense he takes for granted as, already standing in that

farther world, he must surely do. T~!~2~e.~.,g~~
for involves the deeper, finerp'r0'bleIn~ of whichYama
~msihateventhegOd"s ,c;!~l~_ci-this-of014 .amUti§~~;~!

tito-kIlo-w~"fOr-s~~lle~~ JheJ<!-\y,Qiij; somethi~g ~u~i;;~'t at appears~>tr;"bethe same person, that descends into hell,
that ascends into heaven, that returns upon the earth with
a new body, but is it really the same person that thus sur-

, vives? Can we really say of the man "He still is", or must
" we not rather say "This he no longer is"? Yama too in his

answer speaks not at all of the survival of death, and he
\ ollly gives a verse or two to a bare description of that con
i stant rebirth which all serious thinkers admitted as a uni

versally acknowledged truth. What he speaksofis the Self,
I the real ¥aI1~}he Lord of alltliese'~clian~i~g -apI?~~~ances;
~~~?Ut·the knowledge of that Self the survival of the perso-

/
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nality is not ..imlllortal life. but a constant passing from
~~!o_de~I~;~~":9..~JYwh2.go<:s,beYQJ:lgE~l'SQnalityto th~
real Person becomes the Immortal. Till then a man seems

Indeed to¥beborii~agairian(ragaI~-by the force of his know
ledge and works, name succeeds to name, form gives place
to form, but there is no immortality.

Such then is the real question put and answered so diver
gently by the Buddhist. and .the Vedalltin. There is a
constant re-forming of-p;~~;;~~Iity-1ri:--'~e\V'b~ies, but this
personality is a mutable creation of force at its work stream
ing forward in Time and never for a moment the same,
and the ego-sense that makes us cling to the life of the body
and believe readily that it is the same idea and form, that
it is John Robinson who is reborn as Sidi Hossain, is a crea
tion of the mentality. Achilles was not reborn as Alexander
but the stream of force in its works which created the mo

mentarily changing mind and body of Achilles flowed
on and created the momentarily changing mind and body

of Alexander. Still, said t?e ancien,t Vedanta, there is.yet
something~bey()iidtIiis12fc;.~jri:;:).S!ig,U,J!<tsterof it, on~wh~
makes It create f?r~i~,)l~~. J:l~mesand forms, and that is
tlies-eIi,1lie'Purusha, 'the Man; the Real Person. ~.~,eg()
sense.is?nly its distort~d image reflected in the flowing stream
oteIEBQcge,<!~~.n:t,~litY· '

Is it then the Self that incarnates and reincarnates? :But

the Self is imperishable, immutable, unborn, undying. The
Self is not born and does not exist in the body; rather the
body is born and exists in the Self. For the Self is one every
where,-in all bodies, we say, but really it is not confined
and parcelled out in different bodies except as the all-con
stituting ether seems to be formed into different objects
and is in a sense in them. Rather all these bodies are in

the Self; but that also is a figment of space-conception, and
rather these bodies are only symbols and figures of itself
created by it in its own consciousness. ~t?Il wh~~!wc:.~~
tpe iJ:ldividual s?ul is greater than its bodY_;:).,ndnot!~~~,
m~~~;~btle'~thari~it;n:dtherefore not confined by ~!sgr~~~~.:

-.....-~_,_. __ ,•• _ .__ r< ..••• ".~_", ~'. _•• , '- • _.•••• ., -~

If ' __Y
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ne~ At death it does not leave_its fO~rn'bl.l~,#SC:l.s~~.~!.,,~!&.§..q
ffiat a great departing Soul can say of this death in vigorous
phrase, "I have spat out the body."

~ What then is it that we feel to inhabit the physical frame?
What is it that the Soul draws out from the body "\\Tllenit~ Icasts off this par~ial physi~al rc~bewhich -en~~i~p;d ~~:
but part of its members? What is it whose issuing out gives
this ~rel:rch, this swift struggle and pain of parting, creates
this sense of violent divorce? The answer does not help us
much. It is the subtle or psychical frame which is tied to
the physical by the heart-strin~s. by the cords of life-force,

~ of nervous energy which have been woven into every phy-
<---) 1 sIeal fibre. This the Lord of the body draws out and the

t.1,violent snapping or the rapid or tardy loosening of the. life-cords, the exit of the connecting force constitutes thepain of death and its difficulty.

I Let us then change the form of the question and ask
rather what it is that reflects and accepts the muta.Rl~

, persomility,sln-c'e--the sdfls immutable ?We have, in fact,
• ""'. >----'---_"" __"" u.... _ ,',_.. .. ... ,._•.,.~>._'~."~"'"

\ an immutable Self, a real Person, lord of this ever-changing
personality which, again, assumes ever-changing bodies,
but the real Self knows itself always as above the mutation,

watches and enjoys it, but is not involved in it. !~r0':l.B'h
~~~.~()c;~itJ<:p,joy the. changes and feel them to 1:>eits,9'!t:l,
even while knowing itself to be llnaJfected by thelIl? The
~~~fand ego-sense are only inf~ri~r inst~um~Tlts;"there
must be some more essential form of itself which the Real

Man puts forth, puts in front of itself, as it were, and at the
, back of the changings to support and mirror them without
being actually changed by them. This more essential form
is the mental being or mental persOiiWhiCh~!h.~Yl?~isha~.s

.....,...,,-..-.....,..,..,_ .. ~ ••• ,""'"" .."'-..- .. ,.., .":' _ .... '. _-."_o_-.:w;'-', •.•••• :_~'"._.~e .'_' ._- .. _ ....

speak of as the mental leader of the life and body, mano-
mayatpr~~~-sarira-neta. It is-tllaE'~~~~:rn,~lil!aIns-'ihe -e1?,~-
sense as a function in the mind and enables us to have the

fu~conception of continuous identity in Time as opposed
to the timeless identity -~{the Self.

The changing personality is not this mental person; it__ ._.--_.~-.. --" .,._•..•.'.e.•'".·_ ,,~__ -. _.•.-_. -
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is a composite of various stuff of Nature, a formation of
Prakriti and is not at all the Purusha. And it is a very com

plex composite with many layers; te.~~.eis a l:rer ofPl1ysi~_~~
a ~ayer of r:.eryo~, a 1~~M<f_~~~ta,.!,even fi~al st~a!~

! 0E,~~~!.~.~,~ntal:e~~~mality; and :vi!!tj~c~~~se!3:rers the~:
~~lv~_there are sn:~!ClwithiI1.ea<t!t~tr.C!!~W~The analysis
of the successive couches of the earth is a simple matter
compared with the analysis of this wonderful creation we
call the personality. The mental being in resuming bodily
life forms a new personality for its new terrestrial existence;
it takes material from the common matter-stuff, life-stuff,
mind-stuff of the physical world and during earthly life it
is constantly absorbing fresh material, throwing out what
is used up, changing its bodily, nervous and mental tissues.
But this is all surface work; behind is the foundation of past
experience held back from the physical memory so that the
superficial consciousness may not be troubled or interfered
with by the conscious burden of the past, but may

concentrate on the work immediately in hand. Still,that foun-
d:~on~,2i£:;~~...~~£~F!ence,is,th~J2,e9c7!Qc~o(~n~EyI~'iid
t~,t;l_~~FS".~.h~n.J1J,!y·It i~.,.~r..2"k~ClLLq:l'l:flgP:"Wh!fh.)y~f~n
always draw even apart from oU~,.£re~c:m.tf)~rfi<ti~Lcom:::

~,.~~ ,.,.'~'~ .. . " -" .' - '.'-'-' ', ~
ID:~rc~~th our surroundings. That commerce ad<l~J9 mu
ga-i~~'~~,~~~ ..,t!:l~,X?llndation[?~,"~.,~~~~9.~S,,Il~.,~xis·te~~.~~
-noreover, all this is, agaiIl,on the surface. It is only a
sman part or oiiiSe1Ves"whTchli~es';;;~ra:~in the energies
of our earthly existence. As behind the physical universe
there are worlds of which ours is only a last result, so also
within us there are worlds of our self-existence which throw

out this external form of our being. The subconscient, the
super-conscient are oceans from which and to which this
river flows. Therefor~ospeak of ourselves as a soul re
incarnating is to give altogether too simple an appearance
to the miracle of our existence; it puts into too ready and
too gross a formula the magic of the supreme Magician.
There is not a definite psychic entity getting into a new case

of flesh; there is a metempsychosis, a reinsouling, a rebir;h

t ~ new pSicillcpersOJlalitY as well as a birth of a new body.
And behind is the Person, the unchanging entity, the Master
who manipulates this complex material, the Artificer of
this wondrous artifice.

This is the starting-point from which we have to proceed
,in considering the problem of rebirth. To view ourselves
as such and such a personality getting into a new case of

Iflesh is to stumble about in the ignorance, to confirm the
error of the material mind and the senses. The body is a
convenience, the personality is a constant formation for
whose development action and experience are the instru
ments; but the Self by whose will and for whose delight
all this is, is other than the body, other than the action and
experience, other than the personality which they develop.
To ignore'it is to ignore the whole secret of our being.
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III

REBIRTH, EVOLUTION, HEREDITY

Two truths, discoveries with an enormous periphery of
luminous result and of considerable essential magnitude,

evolution and heredi% figure today in the front of thought,
and Csuppose we have to take them as a well-established
unquenchable light upon our being, lamps of a constant
lustre, though not yet very perfectly trimmed, final so far
as anything is final in man's constantly changing cinema
tographic process of the development of intellectual know
ledge. They may be said to make up almost the whole
fundamental idea of life in the way of seeing peculiar to a
mind dominated, fashioned, pressed into its powerful moulds
by the exact, curious, multifariously searching, yet in the .
end singularly limited observation and singularly narrow
reason of our modern science. Science is in her own way a
great seer and magician; she has both the microscopic and
the macroscopic, the closely gazing and the telescopic view,
a dissolving power of searching analytic resolution, a creative
power of revealing synthetic effectuation. She has hunted
to their lair many of the intermediate secret processes of the
great creatrix, and even she has been able, by the inventive
faculty given to us, to go and do one better. Man, this midget
in infinity, locomotive yet nailed to the contiguity of a petty
crust of soil by the force of gravitation, has certainly scored
by her a goodly number of points against the mother of the
universe. But all this has been done in some perfection only
in the limits of her lowest obtrusive physical field.

Face to face with psychic and spirItual secrecies, as in the
open elementary world even of mind, Science has still the
uniformed gaze and the groping hands of the infant. In that
sphere she, so precise, illuminative, compelling in the physi
cal, sees only the big blazing buzzing confusion which James
tells us, with a possibly inaccurate vividness of alliterative

\11

phrase, is the newborn baby's view of the sensible world into
which he has dropped down the mysterious stairs of birth.
Science, faced with what are still to her the wonderful ran
dom accords and unexplained miracles of consciousness,
protects herself from the errors of the imagination,-but
stumbling incidentally by that very fact into plenty of the
errors of an inadequate induction,-behind an opaque
shield of cautious scepticism. She clings with the grasping
firmness of the half-drowned to planks of security she thinks
she has got in a few well-tested correspondences,-so-styled,
though the word as used explains nothing,- between men
tal action and its accompaniment of suggestive or instrumen
tal physical functionings. She is determined, if she can, to
explain every supraphysical phenomenon by some physical
fact; psychological process of mind must not exist except as
result or rendering of physiological process of body. This set
resolution, apparently rational and cautious of ascertainable
and firmly tangible truth, but really heroic in its paradoxical
temerity, shuts up her chance of rapid discovery, for the
present at least, in a fairly narrow circle. It taints too her
extensions of physical truth into the psychological field with
a pursuing sense of inadequacy. And this inadequacy in
extended application is very evident in her theories of her
edity and evolution when she forces them beyond their safe
ground of physical truth and labours to illumine by them
the subtle, complex, elusive phenomena of our psychical
being.

There are still, I dare say, persons here and there who
cherish a secret or an open unfaith in the theory of a physical
evolution and believe that it will one day pass into the limbo
of dead generalisations like the Ptolemaic theory in astro
nomy or like the theory of humours in medicine; but this is a
rare and excessivescepticism. Yet it may not be without use
or aptitude for our purpose to note that contrary to curr·ent
popular notions the scientific account of this generalisation,
like that of a good number of others, is not yet conclusively
proved, even though now taken for granted. But still there



is, on the whole, a mass of facts and indications in its favour
so considerable as to look overwhelming, so that we cannot
resist the conclusion that in this way or some such way the
whole thing came about and we find it difficult to conceive
any more convincing explanation of the indubitable ascend
ing and branching scale of genus and species which meets
even our casual scrutiny of living existence. One thing at
least seems now intellectually certain, we can no longer be
lieve that these suns and systems were hurled full-shaped and
eternally arranged into boundless space and all these num
berless species of being planted on earth ready-made and
nicely tailored in seven days or any number of days in a
sudden outburst of caprice or Dionysiac excitement or
crowded activity of mechanical conception by the fiat of a
timeless Creator. The successive development which was
summarily proposed by the ancient Hindu thinkers, the
lower forms of being first, man afterwards as the crown of the
Spirit's development of life on earth, has been confirmed by
the patient and detailed scrutiny of physical science,-an
aeonic development, though the farther Hindu conception
of a constant repetition of the principle in cycles is necessarily
incapable of physical evidence.

One thing more seems now equally certain that not only
the seed of all life was one,-again the great intuition of the
Upanishads foreruns the conclusions of the physical enquiry,
one seed which the universal self-existenceby process of force
has disposed in many ways, ekam bijam bahudha sakti-yogat,
but even the principle of development is one and the struc
tural ground-plan too as it develops step by step, in spite of
all departures to this side or that in the workings of the crea
tive Force or the creative Idea. Nature seems to start with

an extraordinary poverty of original broad variative concep
tions and to proceed to an extraordinary richness of her
minuter consequential variations, which amounts to a for
ging of constant subtle differentiations of species and in the
individual a startling insistence on result of uniqueness. It
almost looks as if in the process of her physical harmonies

there was meant to be some formal effect or symbolic repro
duction of the truth that all things are originally one being,
but a one who insists on his own infinite diversity, and even a
suggestion that there is in this eternal unity an eternal plura
lism, the Infinite Being self-repeated in an infinite multi
plicity of beings, each unique and yet each the One. To a
mind on the look-out for the metaphysical suggestions we can
draw from the apparent facts of being, that might not seem
altogether an imagination.

In any case, we have this now patent order in the profuse
complexities of the natural harmony of living things,-one
plasmic seed, one developing ground-plan, an opulent
number of varieties whose logical process would be by an
ascending order which passes up through fine but still very
distinct gradations from the crude to the complex, from the
less organised to the more organised, from the inferior to the
superior type. The first question that should strike the mind
at once, when this tree of life has been seen, is whether this
logical order was indeed the actual order in the history of the
universe, and then, a second, naturally arising from that
problem, whether, if so, each new form developed by
variation from its natural predecessor or came in by some
unknown process, a fresh, independent and in a way sudden
creation. In the first case, we have the scientific order of
physical evolution,-in the other one knows not well what,
perhaps an unseen Demiurge who developed the whole thing
in the earlier period of the earth evolution and has now
wholly or almost entirely stopped the business so that we
have no new physical development of that kind, but only, it
may be, an evolution of capacity in types already created.
Science stands out for a quite natural and mechanical, a quite
unbroken physical evolution with many divergent lines
indeed of developing variation, but in the line no gap or
interstice. It is true that there are not one but a host of mis

sing links, which even the richest remains of the past cannot
fill in, and we are not in a position to deny with an absolute
dogmatism the possibility of an advance per saltum, by a rapid
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overleaping, perhaps' even by a crowded psychical or bio
psychic preparation whose result sprang out in the appea
rance of a new type with a certain gulf between itself and the
preceding forms of life. With regard to man especially there
is still an enormous uncertainty as to how he, so like yet so
different from the other sons of Nature, came into existence.
Still the gaps can be explained away, there is a great massof
telling facts in favour of the less physically anarchic view,
and it seems to have on its side the right of greatest proba
bility in a material universe where the most perfectly physical
principle of proceeding would seem to be the just basic law.

But even if we admit the most scrupulous and rigorous
continuity of successive determination, the question arises
whether the process of evolution has been indeed so exclu
sively physical and biological as at first sight it looks. If it is,
we must admit not only a rigorous principle of class heredity,
but a law of hereditary progressive variation and a purely
physical cause of all mental and spiritual phenomena. Here
dity by itself means simply the constant transmission of phy
sical form and biological characteristics from a previous life
to its posterity. There is very evidently such a general force
of hereditary transmission within the genus or species itself,
as the tree so the seed, as the seed so the tree, so that a lion
generates a lion and not a cat or a rhinoceros, a man a hu
man being and not an orangoutang,-though one reads
now of a curious and startling speculation, turning the old
theory topsy-turvy, that certain ape kinds may be, not an
cestors, but degenerate descendants of man! But farther, if a
physical evolution is the whole fact, there must be a capacity
for the hereditary transmission of variations by which new
species are or have been created,-not merely in the process
of a mixture or crossing, but by an- internal development
which is stored up and handed down in the seed. That, too,
may very well be admitted, even though its real process and
rationale are not yet understood, since the transmission of
family and individual characteristics is a well observed
phenomenon. But then the things transmItted are not only

physical and biological, but psychological or at least bio
psychic characters, repetitions of customary nervous expe
rience and mental tendency, powers. We have to suppose
that the physical seed transmits these things. We are called
upon to admit that the human seed, for instance, which does
not contain a developed human consciousness, yet carries
with it the powers of such a consciousness so that they repro
duce themselves automatically in the thinking and organised
mentality of the offspring. This, even if we have to accept it,
is an inexplicable paradox unless we suppose either that
there is something more behind, a psychical power behind
the veil of material process, or else that mind is only a process
of life and life only a process of matter. Therefore, finally,
we have to suppose the physical theory capable of explaining
by purely material causes and a material constitution the
mystery of the emergence of life in matter and the equal
mystery of the emergence of mind in life. It is here that
difficulties begin to crowd in which convict it, so far at least,
of a hopeless inadequacy, and the nature of that inadequacy,
its crux, its stumbling-point leave room for just that some
thing behind, something psychical, a hidden soul process
and for a more complex and less materialistic account of the
truth of evolution. 1'-----_.,'

../' The materialistic assumption-it is no more than a hypo-
/ ~, •••• _C'."lIi, •••• _"_ .• ,,. ,·-c~" ·.·., ....--,~-.-«..-.,·· •. __-o_.,-.·~' ..-._···,J

~thettcal assumption, for it has never been proved-is that

/ development of non-living matter results under certainunknown conditions in a phenomenon of unconscious life
I which is in its real nature only an action and reaction of
I material energy, and the development of that again under

certain unknown conditions in a phenomenon of conscious
mind which is again in its real nature only an action and
reaction of material energy. The thing is not proved, but

~at, ..~t,J~argued, doesnot ma!t~~; .~. oDIf~~i~~ns~~!1i~t~,
do not yefknow'enough; but one day we shall know,-the
necessary physiologiCal reaction called by us an intuition
or train of reasoning crowned by discovery having, I sup
pose, taken place in a properly constituted nervous body and
3
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the more ricWy convoluted brain of a Galileo of biology,
-and then this great and simple truth will be proved, like
many other things once scoffed at by the shallow common
sense of humanity. lm,t. !h~~~i!!i.Fulty is. that it se~ms.in
capable of proof. Even with regard to life, which is by a
greatdeal thci1esserdifficulty, the discovery of certain chem
ical or other physical and mechanical conditions under
which life can be stimulated to appear, will prove no more
than that these are the favourable or necessary conditions
for the manifestation of life in body,-such conditions there
must be in the nature of things,-but not that life is not an
oth~r..I!~wand h,igher power.?f th~ fo~-~f"uIl:iversal being.
The~~;~~ctlOn'of life responses-wIth physical conditions and
stimuli proves very clearly that life and matter are connected
and that, as indeed they must do to coexist, the two kinds of
energy act on each other,-a very ancient knowledge; but
it does not get rid of the fact that the physical response is
accompanied by an element which seems to be of the nature
of a nervous excitement and an incipient or suppressed
consciousness and is not the same thing as the companion
physical reaction.

When we come to mind, we see-how could it be other
wise in an embodied mind ?-a response, interaction, con
nection, a correspondence if you will; but no amount of
correspondence can show how a physical response can be
converted into or amount to or by itself constitute in result
a conscious operation, a perception, emotion, thought
concept, or prove that love "isa chemical produc~ or that
Plato's theory of ideas or Homer's Iliad or the cosmic
consciousness of the Yogin was only a combination of physio
logical reactions or a complex of the changes of grey brain
matter or a flaming marvel of electrical discharges. It is
not only that common sense and imagination boggle at these
theories,-that objection may be disregarded,-not only
that perception, reason and intuition have to be thrust aside
in favour of a forced and too extended inference, but that
there is a gulf of difference here between the thing to be

explained and the thing by which it is sought to explain it
which cannot be filled up, however much we may admit
nervous connections and psycho-physical bridges. And if
the physical scientist points to a number of indicative facts
and hopes one day to triumph over these formidable diffi
culties, there is growing up on the other side an incipient
mass of psychical phenomena which are likely to drown
his theory in fathomless waters. The insuperability of these
always evident objections is beginning to be more widely
recognised, but since the past still holds considerable sway,

11 it is necessary to insist on them so that we may have theI ~~~~i;y~~~~r:~;~~es;W~~~;r.
I' p!,Ob~m_of 0Jl~"•.~.•~inz·

One of these is the ancient view that not only incidence
of body and life on mind and soul, but incidence of mind
and soul on body and life have to be considered. Here, too,
there is the evolutionary idea, but physical and life evolu
tion, even the growth of mind, are held to be only incidental
to a soul evolution of which Time is the course and the

earth, among many other world~ the theatre. In the old
Indian version of this them') evolution, heredity and rebirth
are three companion processes of the universal unfoldingj
evolutio~ the processional aim; rebirth; the main method;
heredity; one of the physical conditions. That is a theory
which provides at least the framework for a harmonious
explanation of all the complex elements of the problem.
The scientific idea starts from physical being and makes
the psychical a result and circumstance of body; ~~~.~!h~

I' e~. ~.tl.t...i.~....p.<.~ry.' .. '. id.ea~st.art.s ..from_soul an<!sees i..n...th,!P.hYS.....if,.~...1i ~"a':,1., ~.~~trument~ti.£':lfor the awakening. to itself ~f~
It ~~!?~2Ib.ed in the uniYc::rseofM.~!!<:!.
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IV

REBIRTH AND SOUL EVOLUTION

The ideas that men currently form about life and things
are for the most part pragmatic constructions. They are
forms of a reason which is concerned with giving only such
a serviceable account to itself of its surroundings as shall
make a sufficient clue to our immediate business of the

growth, action, satisfaction of the personality, something
feasible, livable, effective for our journeying in Time, some
thing viable, in the twofold French sense of the word.
Whether it corresponds to or is directly in touch with any
real reality of things seems to be very much a matter of acci
dent. It seems to be sufficient if we can persuade our facile
and complaisant reason of its truth and find it serviceable
and fruitful in consequences for thought, action and life
experience. It is true that there is . another unpragrna:!ic

~eas0ll.~?ut~pich lab91lrs.t~ g~Lx:i<!'~L~ ..dtiiianc:J.~f!!!~
mtellectual and vital. personality; it wants to look at th~
~1l!!t9nEtngswith6'ut veii!an<l ~ijhout ~!1y.o1:>j~c£~
mirror the very image of Truth in the still waters .of adis
pa~.si()~al~..£~~~~~~d.pure II!e!1tality~:"B~iIthe"workings of
this calmer. greater reason are hampered by two tremendous
difficulties. FIrst, it seems next to impossible to disengage
it entirely from the rest of ourselves, from the normal intel
lectuality, from the will to believe, from that instinct of the
intelligence which helps the survival, by a sort of subtle
principle of preference and selection, of the way of thinking
that suits our personal bent or the accomplished frame of
our nature. And again, what is the Truth that our reason
mirrors? It is after all some indirect image of Truth, not her
very self and body seen face to face; it is an image moulded
from such data, symbol, process of Reality,-if any real
Reality there is,-as we can gather from the very limited
experience of self and existing things open to human mind.

So that unless there be some means by which knowledge
can burst through all veils to the experience of the very
Reality itself, or unless there be some universal Logos, divine
Mind or Supermind, which knows itself and all things and
our consciousness can reflect or get into touch with that, a
pursuing insufficiency and uncertainty must always keep
its baffling grasp upon even the highest power and largest
walk of our reason and beset all the labour of human know

ledge.
Nowhere are these disabilities more embarrassing than in

those fundamental guestions .2f~t~~ natur~>,,()f,th~>WOljQ..

and of our own e:lOstence which yet most passionately
i~eSi -ihinkiIlgllumamtybecause .this is in the end the

thin~ of utm?st importance to us;-sin~\'~rythi~g els~
eicepf somerougn--iiiimediate--p7acticality of the moment,
depends on its solution. And even that, until this great
question is settled, isonly a stumbling forward upon a journey
of which we know not the goal or the purpose, the meaning
or the necessity. The religions profess to solve these grand
problems with an inspired or revealed certainty; but the enor

mitX.of their .differences shows .that in. them tOO"the~eiS-a
s~lecti~~~~I~~~;.separate asp~ct,s~~~!§~,th1~1~~"~~~
WOUld'say, shows of imagination and falsehood,-and a~.~

<?o~t~c!io.~ from a lin~!!~d_~rit}lal ..~~pl:?Xtt111~'In them
too there is an element 'of chosen and willed believing and
some high pragmatic aim and utility, whether that be the
soul's escape from the sorrow or unreality of existence or
celestial bliss or a religio-ethical sanction and guidance.
The philosophical systems are very obviously only feasible
selective constructions of great reflective ideas. More often
these are possibilities of the reason much rather than assured
certainties, or, if founded on spiritual experience, they are
still selective constructions, a sort of great architectural
approach to some gate into unknowable Divine or ineffable
Infinite. The modern scientific mind professed to rid us
of all mere intellectual constructions and put us face to face
with truth and with assured truth only; it claimed the right
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to rid man of the fantastic encumbrance of religion and
the nebulous futilities of metaphysical philosophy. But reli
gion and philosophy have now turned upon science and
convicted her, on her own statement of facts, of an equal
liability to the two universal difficulties of human reason.
The system ofsq~I1ce seems.to be~iy;elfonly llnother feasibl~
iiid fnii1:f~-constrUction of !h~r.~,~QngjviI1g a service~1?le
accouni'to itself ofihe p'hysical world and our relationSt;rt;______"·-i...~_~,.._~ .. .-. . -", ,.F. . . _,~'--·_~·o, "

and it seems to be nothin~Il1ore. And its knowledge isfatally
~~d'by'the linrltiltloii"(;riisdata and its outlook. Science
too creates only a partial image of Truth stamped with
a character of much uncertainty and still more clearly
imprinted with the perverse hall-mark of insufficiency.

We have to recognise that human reason, moving as it
does from a starting-point of ignorance and in a great
environing circle of ignorance, must proceed bL~y£othesis,
assumption and theory subject to verification'ofsom7kind
oo~ndng to our reason ancl experience. But there is this
difference that the religious ..rpllls' accepts the theory or
assumption,-to which it does not at all give these names,
for they are to it things felt,-with faith, with a will of
belief, with an emotional certainty, and finds its verifica
tion in an increasing spiritual intuition and experience.
The~l?hilosopp.Ls.mind accepts it calmly and discerningly
rc; its coherent agreement with the facts and necessities of
being; it verifies by a pervading and unfailing harmony
with all the demands of reason and intellectualised intui

tion. But the scepticaLmiE<!;-not the mind of mere doubt
or dogmatic denial which usually arrogates that name, but
the open and balanced mind of careful, impartial and re
served inquiry,-gives a certain provisional character to
its hypotheses, and it verifies by the justification of whatever
order or category of ascertainable facts it takes for its stan
dard of proof and invests ~th a character of decisive autho
rity or reality. '!.here is,!o?~_ ~I1~~g~,,~ aILt~!~emethod§
~I1dt!!~t:~~no !e~?E.~hy our complex modem. ~l1d .~hould
n_~tproceed simultaneouslL~Y all_~_f.themat onc~ For if

the sceptical or provisional attitude makes us more ready to
modify our image of Truth in the light of new material of
thought and knowledge, the religious mind also, provided
it keeps a certain firm and profound openness to new spiritual
experience, can proceed faster to a larger and larger light,
and meanwhile we can walk by it with an assured step and
go securely about our principal business of the growth and
perfection of our being. The philosophic mind has the use of
giving a needed largeness and openness to our mentality,
-if it too does not narrow itself by a closed circle of meta
physical dogma,-and supports besides the harmony of
our other action by the orderly assent of the higher reason.

In this matter of the soul and rebirth the initial hypo
thesis now lies quite open to us; the barrier has fallen. For
if there is one thing now certain it is that physical science
may give clues of process, but cannot lay hold on the reality
of things. That means that the physical is not the whole
secret of world and existence, and that in ourselves too the
body is not the whole of our being. It is then through some
thing supraphysical in Nature and ourselves which we may
call the soul, whatever the exact substance of soul may be,
that we are likely to get that greater truth and subtler expe
rience which will enlarge the narrow rigid circle traced by
physical science and bring us nearer to the Reality. ~

•i!-~!"~iI1K"g()~to bar tl}e ,rn()~to,l"ll:!igp,almi,ll~,:--for t~~
rationalism, real free thought need no longer be identified,

iSifwas·f()r·iome"tirge·too"~~s.~ily and. i~tolet~~ ~f[~
denial of the soul and. a scouting of the. truths o( sJ?iIjtJIal
p1iil§~9phy and reliii~ "~there is noth[~gt~"pr;v~~ ~~
frO"'mproceeding firmly upon whatever certitudes of spiritual
experience have become to us the soil of our inner growth
or the pillars on our road to self-knowledge. These are soul
realities. But the exact frame we shall give to that knowledg;:
:m ~;t be built by farther spiritual experience aided by

. enlarged intuitions, confirmed in the suggestions of a wide
philosophic reason and fruitfully using whatever helpful
facts we may get from the physical and the psychic sciences.
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These are truths of soul process; their full light must come by
experimental knowledge and observation of the world ,with
out us and the world within.

The admission of the soul's existence does not of itself

lead, by its own necessity, by any indispensable next step,
to the acceptance of rebirth. It will only bring in this in
dispensable consequence if there is such a thing as a soul
evolution which enforces itself always and is a constant part
of the order of existence and the law of the time process.
~!~<!.y~~s<{I!!~..!in(L<.?f~d.~ssi()n o!c~!l:_~~!yidual so:uU~,
a first conclition of the truth of rebirth .. For there isaplall-
STh1e.th~orY"of~,cisteiice-whi~ admi~~~~'A11:s;~i, ~~~ni
~~~ar being and bec0Ini.!!g..J.)f~hi~~~..lu~.m'ateriaL~ot:!£l
iSiome senSibleresult,b~t does not a,dIIlitany at (llla.bi<;ihlg
i~th~f ()U~.siiirituai Tndivid~;li}r:'The Ail~S~~rmay conti
nually develop, may slowly yet urgently evolve its becoming;
but each individual man or apparent individual being is to

this way of thinking ?nly a n:lOmentof tliel\II:~uI'a~dItS
evolutIon; out-ortniCltilses 1»iiIieforinaiion which we
caii'birth and it sinks back into it by the dissolution which
we call death. But this limiting idea can only stand if we
credit a creative biological evolution and its instrument
of physical heredity with the whole causation of all our
mental and spiritual being; but, in that case, we have
no real soul or spirit, our soul personality or spiritual be
coming is a fruit of our life and body. Now the question of

Irebirth turns almost. entir~!L~on....!.~e.~~e..,fiind~~~nt~

question of the :e.~!.~!.lh~~nclividu~b.e.ing and itsfutllr~.
If the creatIon of the whole nature is to be credited to the

physical birth, then the body, life and soul of the individual
are only a continuation of the body, life and soul of his
ancestry, and there is no room anyWhere for soul rebirth.
The individual man has no past being independent of
them and can have no independent future; he can prolong
himself in his progeny,-the child may be his second or
continued self, as the Upanishad puts it,-but there is no

lother rebirth for him. No continued stream of individuality

presided over by any mental or spiritual person victoriously
survives the dissolution of the body. On the other hand,

Iif there is.a..n.le. le.In~..n.t .i.n..".us.'•..s..t.i.ll ~ ?r.e~._.th."..e•.~ 0~..t l~.m.,c.po_!•.t_a.,.~t

. ~ all, which can.not be ~C?. accounted tor, out Ere~uppos~
a past or admits a future evolution other than that of the

r~e mind-aIid the Rh~~~csst~'~;~o~e @i~~2f~~1
~b!-~()~_~~~J~cal .~~cessi!l.

Now it is just here"that the claims of physical and vital
evolution and heredity seem to fail,-as a cause of our whole
mental and spiritual being. Certainly it has been shown
that our body and the most physical part of our life action

are very largely. fne"resuItS-of'nerearry;"omwnor iitSUC1l3
Wiy~"ei:C1ude' an assistirilT'and' perhaps' really predoml~

~._ .. \..•••.......-_~~~"" •. A··~~-.~- .•·~_,·-'".""-"" ••.,4.~,.,',"_"',__ '~." ••"., , ..•.•••••..~."'.•.•~

nant psycmcaIcause ot~er thantheancestral contribution.
triiai'iieen-snowiiliyou wlIrtnafour consCious"vit~rrtY-;ma
those parts of mind which depend upon it, something of
temperament, something of character, certain impulses and
predispositions, are to a great extent shaped-or is it only
influenced?-by evolutionary heredity; but not that they
are entirely due to this force, not that there is no soul, no
spiritual entity which accepts and makes use of this instru

mentation, ~t is n~s_c~eate~ result or l;1,el"pless!xsubjecl
to it in its becomin&;.Sti!l more are the higher parts of our
iiiind Ina;ked. with .a~e~ta:iii. stamp of spiritual indep~
cre~ce:Tliey are noCaItogether'lldpless for~ationso{ ev--;;..-

. ~"";;;'~,.,<~ •• ,;:;,.,., .__.. " .. ' ._... '.. ,.-" ... 0<... ..-,. ',5: ,••, .•..... -,.••.: ..~._.•

I ~~!~?~~~o~~(Etr·But still all these things are evidently
i very much under the influence of environment and its presI
; sures and opportunities. And we may draw from that, if;
!we choose, a limiting conclusion; we may say that they are

_ !a phase of the universal soul, a part of the process of itS evo
: lution by selection; the race, not the individual, is the con

!I tinuous factor and all our individual effort and acquisition,
only in appearance, not really independent, ceases with
death, except so much of our gain as is chosen to be carried

(on in the race by some secret will or conscious necessity inthe universal being or the persistent becoming.
But when we come to our highest spiritual elements, we
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find that here we do arrive at a very clear and sovereign
independence. We can carry on far beyond any determina
tion by environment or the pressure of the. race-soul our
own soul evolution by the governing force of our spiritual
nature. Quite apart from any evidence of an after-life on
other planes or any memory of past births, this is sufficient
warrant for a refusal to accept as sufficient any theory of
the ephemeral being of the individual and the sole truth
of the evolutionary Universal. Certainly, the individual
being is not thereby shown to be independent of the AlI
Soul; it may be nothing but a form of it in time. But it is
sufficient for our purpose that it is a persistent soul form,
not determined by the life of the body and ceasing with its
dissolution, but persisting independently beyond. For if-

r~is ~us.~~e~n£teULgLthe physical race continuLtyi.~! the fu~~~,_~,lt.-!hll!..s~2~LitselL£~Pe!>le .g.f,_<!!:te!.~!ll.ill.H
; its own future soul evolution in time, it must have had

_ . " ... -- _.. ,'r .""""_~'.-'-'I".-':'f"""."_,""'_., '_c, '_:·~:'';'H''~'''~''-'''''It,-·.·.::·;."",....~1'!'!l'''""···'·_··:·',..q·''"O?'·-~""';}~~''''''-''''~-'''~~

secretly such an independent e:xtstence all throu!!'h and it
~ _,,-~..... ..,'_=""""~-,.,- '_"""_~"""t-_""_'-"~~.must hay.~,;B&e~9.~!I1!!l1~nKj!1 !:~E~Y~thollgh,no ~E.t
by some other and indirect insistence, its past soul evolution
t(;(;'"intime. PossiBlyrCmay eiiSti~theAll-Soul only during
'th;';iiive~al continuity, may have arisen from it in that,

may pass into it eventually. Or,. on the contrary, it IIlay
exist in i!.l>.~.2uo,.or it i~ bdtcrio"saY;.independent of the
~niversal continuitx,. al1~-!1¥re m_ay'!?e_s-{).Jn.e~ltil1d_.~L~~1
individual. But it is sufficient for the theory of rebirth that a
secie~ continuity of th~-Tti:diVidua.ld~es exist~ild not
alone .aJ:>rute~~<:...c.~~sionof bodies -inform~~rbY.ihe··AII~S~~1
~t~ a guite ~ep.h~m«[aJ.mll~iol1of mental or spirituaJ im:li
~<!ll.al!!y.

Ther<:.._are_~J:1eot.:ieso~ existence wN£ll.3:CC~ptthe indi~
dual soul, but not soul evolution. There is, for instance,
that singurar-clogma of a soul without a past but with a
future, created by the birth of the body but indestructible
by the death of the body. But this is a violent and irrational
assumption, an imagination unverified and without veri
similitude. It inv~lves.!!t~~~ffi£.n4._gs~!ure~~~

~
,I

,it
f

in time but enduring. thr()ll~ .....all ~ternity, an immortal
being dep~nd~ii"t'f'Or'"its ~Jdstenc~-on-'itnact of physical
generation, yet itself always and entirely unphysical and
independent of the body which results from the generation.
These are objections insuperable to the reason. But there is
too the difficulty that this soul inherits a past for which it is
in no way responsible, or is burdened with mastering pro
pensities imposed on it not by its own act, and is yet respon
sible for its future which is treated as if it were in no way
determined by that often deplorable inheritance, damnosa

hereditas, or that unfair creation, and were entirely of its
own making. We are made helplessly what we are and are
yet responsible for what we are,--or at least for what we
shall be hereafter, which is inevitably determined to a large
extent by what we are originally. And we have only this
one chance. Plato and the Hottentot, the fortunate child
of saints or Rishis and the born and trained criminal plunged
from beginning to end in the lowest fetid corruption of a
great modern city have equally to create by the action or
belief of this one unequal life all their eternal future. This is
a paradox which offends both the soul and the reason, the
ethical sense and the spiritual intuition.

There is too the kindred idea, behind which a truth obs
curely glimmers, that the soul of man is something high, pure
and great which has fallen into the material existence and by
its use ofits nature and its acts in the body must redeem itself,
must return to its own celestial nature. But it is evident that
this one earthly life is not sufficient for all to effect that diffi
cult return, but rather most may and do miss it entirely; and
we have then either to suppose that an immortal soul can
perish or be doomed to eternal perdition or else that it has
more existences than this poor precarious one apparently
given to it, lives or states of being which intervene between
its fall and the final working out of a sure redemption. But
the first supposition is subject to all the difficulties of that
other paradox. Apart from the problem of the reason of the
descent, it is difficult to see how straight from celestial being
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these different souls should have lapsed immediately to such
immense differences of gradation in their fall and in such
way that each is responsible for the otherwise cruel and un
equal conditions under which he has to determine so sum
marily his eternal future. Each must surely have had a past
which made him responsible for his present conditions, if he
is to be held thus strictly to account for all their results and
the use he makes of his often too scanty, grudging and some
times quite hopeless opportunity. The very nature of our
humanity supposes a varying constituent past for the soul as
well as a resultant future.

More reasonable therefore is a recent theory which suggests
that a spirit or mental being has descended from another and
greater plane and taken up the material existence when the
physical and the animal evolution had proceeded far enough
for a human embodiment upon earth to be possible. He looks
back to a long series of human lives, beginning from that
point, which has brought each of us to his present condition,
and forward to a still continuing series which will carry all by
their own degrees and in their own time to whatever comple
tion, transfiguration, return awaits the self-embodying
human soul and is the crown of its long endeavour. But here
again, what is it that brings about this connection of a spiri
tual being and higher mental nature and a physical being
and lower animal nature? what necessitates this taking up of
the lower life by the spirit which here becomes man? It would
seem surely that there must have been some previous con
nection; the possessingmental or spiritual being must all the
time have been preparing this lower life it thus occupies for a
human manifestation. The whole evolution would, then be

an ordered continuity from the begi~ng and the interven
tion of mind and spirit would be no sudden inexplicable
miracle, but a coming forward of that which was always
there behind, an open taking up of the manifested life by a
power which was always secretly presiding over the life
evolution.

What this theory of rebirth supposes is an evolution of
__ ••• . ._ •. .~. __ ~ ••••••••.•. ~. , __ ~-_.._..._,,_~_ •••••• _. __ •••• _..... . .00#

being in the material world from matter to embodied mind
arura-~vers~rS.Eirit-whichenso"iIls-this evollitIon,'while (;~
~i,:::~~a.L~Ei,rits. ~~st inthe universa1andf<>Uowtheir tip
ward course to whatever purposed consummaTIon or Hbera-

_,",.~ _"c.~,,~, 'c'___ c. c,., ..__ Cc •••• , "' __ ""x,_.-", .
tion or both may beckon to us at its end. Much more than
this it may mean, but this at least; a soul evolution the real
fact, an assumption of higher and higher forms the first ap
pearance. We might indeed aUow a past and future for the
human soul, but place them below and above this terrestrial
plane and admit only one casual or purposeful existence
upon earth. But this would mean two orders of progressive
existence unconnected and yet meeting for a brief moment.
There would be an errant individual human soul interven
ing in the ordered terrestrial evolution and almost imme
diately passing out without any connecting cause or necessity.
But, especiaUy, it leaves insufficiently explained the pheno
menon of the largely terrestrial animal being and nature of
this spiritual and supra-terrestrial entity, this soul, its struggle
for liberation, and the infinitely varying degrees in which
in different bodies it has succeeded in dominating the
lower nature. A pa$t terrestrial soul evolution sufficiently
accounting for these variations and degrees of our mixed
being and a future soul evolution that helps us progressively
to liberate the godhead of the Spirit, seem the only just and
reasonable explanation of this labour of a matter-shackled
soul which has attained a variable degree of humanity in the
midst of a general progressive appearance of the life, mind
and spirit in a material universe. Rebirth is the only possible
machinery for such a soul-evolution.
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THE SIGNIFICANCE OF REBIRTH

The on~~~est~on which through all its complexities is thesum or p ilosophy and to which all human enquiry comes
round in the end, !!l the prob~em 0.f~~~rst:,!~~?__.~~}' ~<:.~!~
here and what we are, and whatis behindandJ:>eforeand
around~s.L.!~Zf~jaf~~c.~"~~~-d~_~it~2n~~1~~~o~~,iIl~~
s,i.K.nifi~!!St:~=~?dOU~2~!~rs~.l!yir?>mlle!1t.In the idea of evo
lutionary rebirth, if we can once find it to be a truth and
recognise its antecedents and consequences, we have a very
sufficient clue for an answer to all these connected sides of

the one perpetual question. A spiritual evolution of which
our universe is the scene and earth its ground and stage,
though its plan is still kept back above from our yet limited
knowledge,-this way of seeing existence ~~_~.~Il()":!,~~'Y
which .~~_c.Cl:n.fit in,t~ man~ doors of obscuritl' But ~e have
to look at it in the righ!.focus, ~Q..Ke.!)tS!ru~oE0rti?I!.s",an.~,
<:,specially,to see i~i~piri~al si,gnifica1!(;~.~~~!.!~.~.~ipi,!.S
~.~£~aIl~S~,erocess.•The failure to do that rightly will in
volve us in much philosophical finessing, drive on this side or
the other to exaggerated negations and leave our statement
of it, however perfect may be its logic, yet unsatisfying and
unconvincing to·the total intelligence and the complex soul
of humanity.

The bare idea of repeated births as the process of our soul
existence does not carry us much farther than the simple
material reality of this single life in the body, that first fact of
our conscious sensation and memory which is the occasion of
all our speculations. ~_e!?:i~~..?u!..P!c:s~E!.~t~~ting-J2oint.ap.~
preceding this one lappet of our race in the fiel~s of being
~~i~!~~i~~~~Ir(~~ed~ij~~_()fpr~~i~~~t~,~~!~~§
courses~~....sol,!l-existencein many~revi()~~~i~';.\'lIich h;:l'y~
~mIll;~~t~y cre~~~_'!~~9W:_~E~: But to what use or
advantage if there is no progressive significance in our pre-

existence and our persevering continuity? In front of us it
rolls far back from our vision the obstruction of the near

blank wall of death; our journeying upon earth becomes less
of a long or brief unretraceable road ending abruptly and
perplexingly in a cut-de-sac; our physical dissolution is rob
bed of the cruellest poison of its sting. For the burden of
death to man the thinking, willing, feeling creature is not the
loss of this poor case or chariot of body, but it is the blind
psychical finality death suggests, the stupid material end of
our will and thought and aspiration and endeavour, the brute
breaking off of the heart's kind and sweet relations and
affections, the futile convicting discontinuity of that mar
vellous and all-supporting soul-sense which gives us our
radiant glimpses of the glory and delight of existence,-that
is the discord and harsh inconsequence against which the
thinking living creature revolts as incredible and inad
missible. The fiery straining to immortality of our life, mind,
psyche, which can assent to cessation only by turning in
enmity upon their own flame of nature, and the denial of
it which the dull acquiescence of a body consenting inertly
to death as to life brings in on us, is the whole painful ir
reconcilable contradiction of our double nature. Rebirth
takes the difficulty and solves it in the sense of a soul
continuity with a beat of physical repetition. Like other
non-materialistic solutions it gives the right to the soul's
suggestion as against the body's and sanctions the demand
for survival, but unlike some others it justifies the bodily life
by its utility to the soul's continued self-experience; our too
swift act in the body ceases to be an isolated accident or an
abrupt interlude, it gets the justification of a fulfilling future
as well as a creating past for its otherwise haphazard actions

and relations. But simple persistence, mechanical continuity
is not e!!:O!1EJ;1.;.~hat is_n21..a~?\IT··iisy~-~.c(lCb~1'iIgsiS?iii"ei
nOi the, w~ole lUTinou!meaning of survival and .<:~ntin~;
without ascension, without expansion; without some
growing up straight into light in the strength of our Spirit

\ our higher. members toil here uncompleted, our birth in
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matter is not justified by any adequate meaning. We are
very little better off than if death remained our ending;
for our life in the end becomes then an indefinitely conti
nued and renewed and temporarily consequent in place of
an inconsequent, abruptly ended and soon convicted futility.

By rebirth, too, this world around us, our environment,
its suggestions, its opportunities are no longer left as
the field of an ephemeral physical flowering or as a Life
which cares very little for and means very little to the indi
vidual, though it may offer much perhaps during its uncer
tain longer time to the species. The world grows to us a field
of soul-experience, a system of soul recurrences, a means of
self-effectuation, perhaps a crystallising of the conscious
being's effective self-reflections. But to what end if our re
currence is only a repetition or a hesitating fluctuation
within a few set types with a very limited, always uncom
pleted circle of accomplishment? For that is what it comes
to, if there is no upward outlet, no infinite progression or
no escape or enlarging into the soul's infinities. Rebirth
tells us that what we are is a soul performing constantly
the miracle of self-embodiment; but why this embodiment,
what this soul has to do here withitself an~f ~hat'UseTtis

to make of this world which is given to it for its grandiose
scene, its difficult, plastic material and its besieging battery
of multiform stimulus and suggestions, is hardly at all
clearer than before. But the perception of rebirth. as .an
~~i()r:,,~~l(i_ ~e~n~ f~__~-sp~~ituai ev.olut1on}11~~-i~_~y~
hIatus. It makes life a significant ascension and not a me
cliani~al recurrence; it opens to us the divine vistas of a
growing soul; it makes the worlds a nexus of spiritual
self-expansion; it sets us seeking, and with a sure promise
to all of a great finding now or hereafter, for the self-know
ledge of our Spirit and the self-fulfilment of a wise and
divine intention in our existence.

The oppressing sense of a circle of mechanical recurrence
and the passionate seeking for an outlet of absolute escape
haunted the earlier statements of the truth of rebirth and

have left upon them in spite of the depths they fathomed a
certain stamp of unsatisfactory inadequacy,-not illogical,
for they are logical enough, once their premisses are ad
mitted, but unsatisfying, because they do not justify to us
our being. For, missing the divine utility of the cosmic
workings, they fail to explain to us with a sufficiently large,
patient, steadfast wholeness God and ourselves and exis
tence, negate too much, miss the positive sense of our strain
and leave sounding an immense note of spiritual futility and

r cosmic discord. ~ .statement ~0he ~ense_<:>four being or \ i'r
1 our n0I!::~~ing!I~~v!~i~,.~!E-~1::~~,~J.1!~~t~!1.!.st~esson rebirth than ~. !J.Itt"Y

did the Buddhistic; but it affirms strongly ~lr the more
~.~·.-.,_.:n~T ••~,·., ..",.".,·· ..., __i!-<-"·~--·' ,_ ..... ,",,~'''''.~ -. "--_ iM .• '''~!!.ro~~ t~~~~~~~. It views the recurrence of birth as a pro-
longed mechanical chain; it sees, with a sense of suffering
Iand distaste, the eternal revolving of an immense cosmic

(wheel of energy wtr,h !l9 ~ivine sense~n. its revolu!~~~s.,its
i beginning an affirmation of ignorant desire, its end a nulli
! fying bliss of escape. The wh~~U}1:r:~s,USt;t~~!x1orever dis

Iturbing the peace of Non-being and_c!e,~!inKs.Qulsw!l,?~
lone difficult chance and wholei&~lbusinessis t<J.ceaJ£.
j1'Iiitconception-orbeing is~oniy~an-~:Jd~;~irom our

I first matter-governe~ seJ.1seof the universe, of our creation
1 in it -;nd of ~ur deCisive cessation. 'It takes up at every

I,point our first obvious view of the bodily life and restatesall its circumstances in the terms of a more psychical andlspiritual idea of our existence.

'Yhat ~ see i~ t.h..e.•~~terial~~~iverse ~._~,~~upeIldolls,,~
tem of mechanical recurrences. A huge mechanical recur

reriCeruTes'lnat'Wliich -Tsloiig:-enduring~~vast;a~il!lil~
but rrarrermedianic~l recurrence sways all t~at is,ephemeral
and sma]. The ;u~ 'leap up'into being~fl~m~"';heeling- in
space, squander force by motion and fade and are extinct,
again perhaps to blaze into being and repeat their course, or

else other suns take their place and fulfil their round. !JM;fA 11

I",.seasons of Time repeat their une~ding andu.n...c.4~~~~gcycle·VV IAlways the tree of life'puts forth its variql,lsflowe~ <ln~.m~

~hem ~n~_~:~~k~into the same flo~~~~~. their x:e£.l!!.Ij~
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~ereditary continuation ~~obscure will tQ.ljf~.in Ma;tteJ,
so the cause of continued soul birth is an ignorant desire or
~~,.,<,_ •. '-. ",,~_ .. _ _. _...,. "'<_"' __"__~_'"""~-~""_'-~", .. "''':k."....-~ .. ,,,..-,.-. _, .• '.,'-' .-."" ~~,,,.,,",,"~.""'"

~ill to be in t,he UJ:~~~~:S,~1eIler.$L?I~~~. As the constant
wheeIings of the universe and the motions of its forces gene
rate individual existences who escape from or end in being
by an individual dissolution, so there is this constant wheel of

becoming and motion of Karma which forms into individua-
lised sour=tiv~s-il1;~-must_ e's"9iP$j;~;;;-their c~~til1l1~~
dissolving cessation. An extinction of. the embodied con

sCiOiiSiieSS"'is~_ur_appa~nt ~ate:ial end ;-for~oul to~ the end is
extinction, the blarik satisfaction of Nothingness or some in
effable bliss of a superconscient Non-Being. The affirmation
of the mechanical occurrence or recurrence of birth is the

essence of this view; but while the bodily life suffers an en
forced end and dissolution, the soul-life ceases by a willed
self-extinction.

The Buddhistic theory adds nothing to the first obvious

si ~anceorlite*.~is.eJ?Lan·inaelilliteproloiigation "by re-lrt w lC ISa bur en, not a gain, and the spiritual great
ness of the discipline of self-extinction,-the latter, no doubt,
a thing of great value. The illusionist solution adds some
thing, but does not differ very greatly in its motive from the
Buddhistic. It sets against the futile cosmic repetition an
eternity of our own absolute being; from the ignorance
which creates the illusory mechanism of a recurrence of re
birth, it escapes into the self-knowledge of our ineffable
existence. That seems to bring in a positive strain and to
give to our being an initial, a supporting and an eventual
reality. But the hiatus h~re is theabsenceof all true. and valid
relation betwe~n thi;;~~rbeing';;fou~~ 7t'r;J;'li "ourbirth a~d
~~1iC1asr~eveni' arid end of our~births[s"~~t~~
preser'i.t::Clas any absolute fulfilment of what we are,-that
would be a great, fruitful and magnificently positive philo
sophy, nor as the final affirmation of a progressive self-find
ing,-that too would give a noble meaning to our existence;
it is a turning away from the demand of the universal Spirit,
a refusal of all these cosmic ideas, imaginations, aspirations,
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~. The body of man is born and grows and decays and
perishes, but it gives birth to other bodies which maintain
the one same futile cycle. What baffles the intelligence in all
this intent and persistent process is that it seems to have in it
no soul of meaning, no significance except the simple fa~t';)f
ci\iscl;;ss'~aiia purposeless existence dogged or relieved by the
annulling or the compensating fact of individual cessation.

IAnd. this is.because. \oVe perceive the mecha~i~Ill' but do not

1~~fE'~7rh~h:~:~~:li;~~~:;nth~ ~~~r~~:~;~~~:~

Spirlt' self-wise and i.2&nitei ~~~~p upon the universe
; and a secret slowly se1f-~namg soul in things, we get to

Ithe necessity of an idea in its consciousness, a thing con
ceived, willed, set in motion and securely to be done,
progressively to be fulfilled by these great deliberate

1workings.

! ..Al. ~~.!luddhistic ~!~temen!__,:~~it~, no _~<if,spirit orn ,1.·~JI"'I·e;ernal Being ~~J!S.2"ig.~rOUSly:~.,,~.C.h.a.niS-...a,....I...S-..c.o..~..o.,~m...¥...,..,p.f.".,~Xl...;..:.,~
1/l';> i. ~e. ~t takes only th~£p.~~2~e~on()f a.~onsta~t.~~oIlHIl$. ~Il~~~~!~~~~.~t from_t~~Jl~y~~~~lt9,.!~~J2,~~~~1;.,::~. As

there is evident to our physical mind an Energy, actIOn,mo-
tion, capable of creating by its material forces the forms and
powers of the material universe, so there is for the Buddhistic
v~on~r.. tl1;~IIgs~!1,~Il~r~, acti£~[arii1a:-cr~~t!Ug'bi:~

" ~c2~:."'p;>~~l8. 0U.d<:<l._~~~_as~£~~tio1,1,!lli;!~eIR:bodieds0l!!

)1 life wit~ltS continuity of recurrenc,e~. As the body is a dis;otubre~constructiOn:=acoinpos~ i;d combination, so thesoul too is a dissoluble construction and combination; the
~soul-life like the physical life sustains itself by a continuous
4 flux and repetition of the same workings and movements. AsIthis constant hereditary succession oflives is a prolongation of
~ the one universal principle of life by a .continued creation of
f similar bodies, a mechanical recurrence, so the system of soul
I': rebirth too is a constant prolongation of the principle of the
r soul-life by a continued creation through Karma of similar
. embodied associations and experiences, a mechanical re

L currence. As the cause of all thisp~ys,ical birth and. 1?.Ilg~~~ .. _---.,..."..,,; ..,



1 The magnificent and pregnant phrase of the Koran, "1binkest thou that
I have made the heavens and the earth and all that is between them in a jest?"

made them in a jest.1 To know that and possess it, to find
and fulfil consciously the universal being's hidden signi
ficances is the task given to the human spirit.

There are other statements or colourings of the idea of re
birth which admit a more positive sense for existence and
nourish a robuster confidence in the power and delight of
being which are its secret fountains; but they all stumble in
the end over the limitations of humanity and an inability to
see any outlet from their bondage in the order of the universe,
because they suppose this to be a thing fixed from of years
sempiternal-sasvatibhya~ samabhya~, not an eternally de
veloping and creative, but an immutable cycle. The Vai,sh.
nava idea of the play of God, striking as it does into the secret
ofthelli'Jaen aeIigfrta£ die core of things, is a lumious ray
shot into the very heart of the mystery; but isolated, it
cannot solve all its enigma. There is more heEe!Il!h.c:~2!,!9
~~. a.El~x_2L~~;~,2~~gh!i!~~:e)Qn(;~!S:,~~l-!.~
power, !.he~s_,~ will_::';~~,~Ir~i~~~r1~ll!. Rebirth so looked
-- too much of a divme caprice with no object but
its playing, and ours is too great and strenuous a world to be
so accounted for. Such chequered delight as is given to our
becoming, is a game of disguises and seekingswith no promise
here of any divine completeness; its circles seem in the end
not worth following out and the soul turns gladly to its re
lease from the game's unsatisfying mazes. The. Tantric
solution shows us a supreme superconscient E-;;ergy which
casts itself out here into teeming worlds and multitudinous
beings and in its order the soul rises from birth to birth and
follows its million forms, till in a last human series it opens to
the consciousness and powers of its own divinity and returns
through them by a rapid illumination to the eternal super
conscience. We find at last the commencement of a satis
fying synthesis, some justification of existence, a meaningful
consequence in rebirth, a use and a sufficient though only
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action and effectuation: The way to find our being given us
is an absolute denial of all our becoming. We rise to selfby a
liberating negation of ourselves, and in the result the Idea in
the universe pursues its monstrous and aimless road, but the
individual ceases and is blest in the cessation. The motive of

this way of thought is the same oppressive senseof an ignorant
mechanical cosmic recurrence as in the Buddhistic and the

11' same high impatient passion of escape. There is recognition
r •of a divine source of life, but a non-recognition of any divine
. meaning in life. And as for rebirth it is reduced in its signi-

ficance to a constant mechanism of self-deception, and the
will not to live is shown us as the last acquisition, the highest
good and the one desirable result of living. The satisfaction
which Illusionism gives,-for it does give a certain high aus
tere kind of satisfaction to the intellect and to one turn of
spiritual tendency,-is the pressing to a last point of the ob
vious antinomy between this great burdensome and tyran
nous mechanism, the universe, and the spirit which feelsitself
of another and a diviner nature, the great relief to a soul
passioning for freedom, but compelled to labour on as a
spring of the dull machine, of being able to cast away the
cosmic burden, and finally the free and bare absoluteness of
this spiritual conclusion. But it gives no real, because no
fruitful answez;,to the problem of God and man and the
significance of life; it only gets away from them by a skilful
evasion and takes away from them all significance, so that
any question of the sense and will in all this tremendous
labour and throb and seeking loses meaning. But the chal
lenge of God's universe to the knowledge and strength ofthe
human spirit cannot in the end be met by man with a refusal
or solved by an evasion, even though an individual soul may
take refuge from the demand, as a man may from the burden
of action and pain in unconsciousness, in spiritual trance or
sleep or escape through its blank doors into the Absolute.
Something the Spirit of the universe means by our labour in
existence, some sense it has in these grandiose rhythms, and
it has not undertaken them in an eternally enduring error or
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temporary significance for the great motion of the cosmos.
On lines very like these the modern mind, when it is disposed
to accept rebirth, is inclined to view it. But there is a too
minor stress on the soul's divine potentialities, a haste of in
sistence on the escape into superconscience; the supreme
Energy constructs too long and stupendous a preparation for
so brief and so insufficient a flowering. There is a lacuna
here, some secret is still missing.

The;e are certain Hmitations 'Of our own thought over
which all these solutions stumble, and the chief of these obs
tacles are our sense of the mechanical nature of the universe

and our inability to see forward to a greater than our present
type of humanity. We see the superconscient Spirit in its
effulgence and freedom and we see the universe in its incon
scient bondage to the cycle of its mechanical recurrences, or
we see existence as an abstract entity and Nature as a mecha
nical force; the conscient soul stands between as a link be
tween these opposites, but it is itself so incomplete that we
cannot find in this link the secret or make of it a strong master
of reconciliation. Then we pronounce birth to be an error of
the soul and see our one chance of liberation in a shaking off
of these natal shackles and a violent reversion to supracosmic
consciousness or the freedom of abstract being. But what if

~ere:jIl~!3!tlLIl:<:>.J()!!&Qragging.c..ba!n, gm rfltbe;':~fIrSt a ladder of the soul's ascension and at last a succession

,-- •.~- .••>" .~.. · •••. c •••.••••.. "-'".' •. ' ~"_~ .•_"." ••.. ~"""""",,,•.~1x:~.R!!:i~'!~t0p'E?rtullities? It wi~lbe.so ifthe infinite
# eXistenceISnot what It seems to the logIcal mtellect, an abs
) tract entity, but what it is to intuition and in deeper soul ex
Iperience, a conscious spiritual Reality, and that Reality asI .

I. real here as in any far-off absolute Superconscience. For1then universal Nature would be no IQngera mechanism with
\ no secret but its own inconscient mechanics and no intention
f but the mere recurrent working; it would be the conscient
i energy of the universal Spirit hidden in the greatness of its

I'processes, mahimanam asya. And the soul ascending from
the sleep of matter through plant and animal life to the
human degree of the power of life and there battling with

) ignorance and limit to take possession of its royal and infiInite kingdom would be the mediator appointed to unfold
1 in Nature the spirit who is hidden in her subtleties and her

; vastnesses. T~ is th~ si~l1.ificaIl~~.gfJifu_~n<!,..the ~9r19
: which the idea of evolutionary rebirth opens to us; life be-
~ ~-..~>--.tU-_"'-"~''''.''' __''._~"L••'_ ••...,.__•. -' -,.- ••• _.- •••_~., .. -... - "" •• ,,--"""t"> .-- " ,- •••. ~_..~""""

\. comes at once a progressive ascending senes for the unfolding
of the Spirit. It acquires a supreme significance: the way

I of the Spirit in its power is justified, no longer a foolish and
1 empty dream, an eternal delirium, great mechanical toil or

I termless futility, but the sum of works of a large spiritual
f Will and Wisdom: the human soul and the cosmic spirit
j look into each other's eyes with a noble and divine meaning.

The questions which surround our existence elucidate
themselves at once with a certain satisfactory fullness.
What we are is a soul of the transcendent Spirit and Self
unfolding itself in the cosmos in a constant evolutionary
embodiment of which the physical side is only a pedestal of
form corresponding in its evolution to the ascending degrees
of the spirit, but the spiritual growth is the real sense and
motive. What is behind us is the past terms of the spiritual
evolution, the upward gradations of the spirit already
climbed, by which through constant rebirth we have deve-

IpEed ..~4~t,~~~!!?J ~nd are s'ill!~~!2.R!ngth1fE~~L~~§
iniddle human term of the ascension. What is around us
isthe constanCi)rocess'(;fih~'-~nfolding in its universal
aspect: the past terms are there contained in it, fulfilled,
overpassed by us, but in general and various type still re
peated as a support and background; the present terms are
there not as an unprofitable recurrence, but in active preg
nant gestation of all that is yet to be unfolded by the spirit,
no irrational decimal recurrence helplessly repeating for
ever its figures, but an expanding series of powers of the
Infinite. What is in front of us is the greater potentialities,
the steps yet unclimbed, the intended mightier manifesta
tions. Why we are here is to be this means of the spirit's
upward self-unfolding. What we have to do with ourselves
and our significances is to grow and open them to greater



1 "Beating about like the blind led by the blind"

significances of divine being, divine consciousness, divine
power, divine delight and multiplied unity, and what ws

, ~ve to do with Ou! ~e.viron~ent is to*use.it~.s~~usJ,yl2f
I iiicreasing!pi~u~l pU!p2~esjl.~~_JEakeit more.enqJ ..nor~,~
I §2~~.12r.tl.'ie.. l~e,~ ~~fo,l~in$.g!:.~~eper[ect nature and sel~
i conceeti0E...~.!!!.<:~lYIne.iJ}.the~~~sIJlo~:This is surely the

I Will in things which moves, great and deliberate, unhasting,
! unresting, through whatever cycles, towards a greater and
t greater informing of its own finite figures with its own
I infinite Reality.

All this is to the mind that lives in the figures of the present,
as it must be to the careful sceptical mind of positive inquiry,
no more than a hypothesis; for if evolution is an acknow
ledged idea, rebirth itself is only a supposition. Take it so,
but still it is a better hypothesis than the naive and childlike
religious solutions which make the world an arbitrary cap
rice and man the breathing clay-puppet of an almighty
human-minded Creator, and at least as good a hypothesis
as the idea of a material inconscient Force somehow stumb

ling into a precarious, ephemeral, yet always continued phe
nomenon of consciousness, or a creative Life labouring in

the Bergsonian formula/oppressed but constant in the midst
of a universal death, as good too as the idea of a mechanical
working of Prakriti, Maya, Shakti into which or in which a
real or unreal individual stumbles and wanders, dandramya

maTJ.a{landhena nf}'amano yathandha~, 1 until he can get out of
it by a spiritual liberation. To a large philosophical ques
tioning it will not seem in disagreement with the known
lines of existence or out of tune with the facts and necessi

ties of being or the demands of reason and intuition, even
though it admits a yet unrealised factor, things yet to be;
for that is implied in the very idea' of evolution. Itmay
modify, but does not radically contradict any religious expe
rience or aspiration,-for it is not inconsistent either with a
union with Superconscience or bliss in heavens beyond or
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any personal or impersonal relation with the Divine, since
these may well be heights of the spiritual unfolding. Its
truth will depend on spiritual experience and effectuation;
but chiefly on this momentous issue,whether there isanything
in the soul-powers of man which promises a greater term of
being than his present mentality and whether that greater
term can be made effective for his embodied existence?

That is the question which remains over to be tested by psy
chological inquiry and the problem to be resolved in the
course of the spiritual evolution of man.

There are transcendental questions of the metaphysical
necessity, possibility, final reality of an evolutionary mani
festation of this kind, but they do not need to be brought
in now and here; for the time we are concerned only with its
reality to experience and with the processional significance
of rebirth, with the patent fact that we are a part of some
kind of manifestation and move forward in the press of some
kind of evolution. We see a Power at work and seek whether
in that power there is a conscious Will, an ordered develop
ment and have first to discover whether it is the blind result

of an organised Chance or inconscient self-compelled Law
or the plan of a universal Intelligence or Wisdom. Once we
find that there is a conscious Spirit of which this movement is
one expression, or even admit that as our working hypothe
sis, we are bound to go on and ask whether this developing
order ceaseswith what man now is or is laden with something
more towards which it and he have to grow, an unfinished
expression, a greater unfound term, and in that case it is evi
dently towards that greater thing that man must be growing;
to prepare it and to realise it must be the stage beyond in his
destiny. Towards that new step in the evolution his history
as a race must be subconsciently tending and the powers of
the highest individuals half-consciently striving to be de
livered of this greater birth; and since the ascending order of
rebirth follows always the degrees of the evolution, that too
cannot be meant to stop short or shoot off abruptly into the
superconscient without any regard to the intended step.

.1\
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The relation of our birth to life on other levels of conscious~
ness and to whatever transcendent Superconscience there
may be, are important problems, but their solution must
be something in harmony with the intention of the Spirit in
the universe; all must be part of a unity, and not an im
broglio of spiritual incoherences and contradictions. Our
first bridge from the known to the unknown on this line of
thought must be to discover how far the yet unfinished ladder
of evolution can mount in the earth series. The whole pro
cessional significance of rebirth may be wrapped up in that
one yet unattempted discovery.

VI

THE ASCENDING UNITY

The human mind loves a clear simplicity of view; the more
trenchant a statement, the more violently it is caught by it
and inclined to acceptance. This is not only natural to our
first crudity of thinking, and the more attractive because it
makes things delightfully easy to handle and saves an im
mense amount of worry of enquiry and labour of reflection,
but, modified, it accompanies us to the higher levels of a
more watchful mentality. Alexander's method with the
fateful knot is our natural and favourite dealing with the
tangled web of things, the easy cut, the royal way, the facile
philosophy of this and not this, that and not that, a strong
yes and no, a simple division, a pair of robust opposites, a
clean cut of classification. Our reason acts by divisions,
even our ordinary illogical thought is a stumbling and
bungling summary analysis and arrangement of the expe
rience that offers itself to us with such unending complexity.
But the cleanest and clearest division is that which sets us
most at ease, because it impresses on our still childlike in
telligence a sense of conclusive and luminous simplicity.

But th~ average mind enamoured of a straight and plain
thinking, for which, for a famous instance, that great Doctor
Johnson thought with the royal force dear to all strong men
when he destroyed Berkeley's whole philosophy by simply
kicking a stone and saying, "There I prove the reality of
matter," is not alone affected by this turn towards simple
-solutions. Even the philosopher, though· he inclines to an
intricate reasoning by the way, is best delighted when he
can get by it to some magnificently conclusive conclusion,
some clean-cutting distinction between Brahman and non
Brahman, Reality and unreality or any of the host of mental
oppositions on which so many "isms" have been founded.
These royal roads of philosophy have the advantage that
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they are highly and grandly cut for the steps of the meta
physical intellect and at the same time attract and overpower
the ordinary mind by the grandiose eminence of the peak
in which they end, some snow-white heaven-cutting Matter
horn of sovereign formula. What a magnificent extermina
ting sweep do we hear, for instance, in that old renowned
sentence, brahma saryam jagan mithyii, the Eternal alone is
true, the universe is a lie, and how these four victorious words
seem to settle the whole business of God and man and world

and life at once and for ever in their uncompromising anti
thesis of affirmation and negation. But after all perhaps when
we come to think more at large about the matter, we may
find that Nature and Existence are not of the same mind as

man in this respect, that there is here a great complexity
which we must follow with patience and that those ways of
thinking have most chance of a fruitful truth-yielding, which
like the inspired thinking of the Upanishads, take in many
sides at once and reconcile many conflicting conclusions.
One can hew material for a hundred philosophies out of the
Upanishads as if from some bottomless Titans' quarry and
yet no more exhaust it than one can exhaust the opulent
bosom of our mother Earth or the riches of our father Ether.

Man began this familiar process of simple cuttings by
emphasising his sense of himself as man; he made of himself
a being separate, unique and peculiar in this w:orld, for
whom or round whom everything else was supposed to be
created,-and all the rest, the subhuman existence, animal,
plant, inanimate object, everything to the original atom
seemed to him a creation different from himself, separate,
of another nature; he condemned all to be without a soul,
he was the one ensouled being. He s.aw life, defined it by
certain characters that struck his mind, and set apart all
other existence as non-living, inanimate. He looked at his
earth, made it the centre of the universe, because the one
inhabited scene of embodied souls or living beings; but the
innumerable other heavenly bodies were only lights to
illumine earth's day or to relieve her night. He perceived

the insufficiency of this one earthly life only to create an
other opposite definition of a perfect heavenly existence and
set it in the skies he saw above him. He perceived his "I"
or self and conceived of it as a separate embodied ego, the
centre of all his earthly and heavenly interests, and cut off
all other being as the not-I which was there for him to make
the best use he could out of it for this little absorbing entity.
When he looked beyond these natural sense-governed divi
sions, he still followed the same logical policy. Conceiving
of spirit, he cut it off sharply as a thing by itself, the oppo
site of all that was not spirit; an antinomy between spirit
and matter became the base of his self-conception, or else
more amply between spirit on the one side and on the other
mind, life and body. Then conceiving of self as a pure
entity, all else being not-self was separated from it as of
quite another character. Incidentally, with the eye of his
inveterate dividing mind, he saw it as his own separate self
and, just as before he had made the satisfaction of ego his
whole business on earth, so he made the soul's own indi
vidual salvation its one all-important spiritual and heavenly
transaction. Or he saw the universal and denied the reality
of the individual, refusing to them any living unity or co
existent reality, or saw a transcendent Absolute separate
from individual and universe so that these became a figment
of the unreal, Asat. Being and Becoming are to his clean
cutting confidently trenchant mind two opposite categories,
of which one or the other must be denied, or made a tempo
rary construction or a sum, or sicklied over with the pale
hue of illusion, and not Becoming accepted as an eternal dis
play of Being. These conceptions of the sense-guided or the
intellectual reason still pursue us, but a considering wisdom
comes more and more to perceive that conclusive and satis
fying as they may seem and helpful though they may be for
action of life, action of mind, action of spirit, they are yet,
as we now put them, constructions. There is a truth behind
them, but a truth which does not really permit of these isola
tions. Our classifications set up too rigid walls; all borders

-
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kind that he has no soul, is only a figure; it means only that
the animal type of soul predominates in him over the more
developed soul type which we expect in the finer spiritual
figure of humanity. But this animal element is present in
every mother's son of us; it is our legacy, our inheritance
from the common earth-mother: and how spiritually do
we get this element of our being or incur the burden of this
inheritance, if it is not the earning of our own past/the
power we have kept from a bygone formative experience?
The spiritual law of Karma is that the nature of each being
can be only the result of his past energies; to suppose a soul
which assumes and continues a past Karma that is not its
own, is to cut a line of dissociation across this law and bring
in an unknown and unverified factor. But if we admit it,
we must account for that factor, we must explain or discover
by what law, by what connection, by what necessity, by what
strange impulsion of choice a spirit, pure of all animal na
ture, assumes a body and nature of animality prepared for
it by a lower order of being. If there is no affinity and no
consequence of past identity or connection, this becomes
an unnatural and impossible assumption. Then it is the
most reasonable and concordant conclusion that man has

the animal nature,-and indeed if \\"~.-co~ger <':Vel~~i~p'sX
chology, we find that he houses many kinds of animal souls
'or rather an amalga~nimal natures:--beciuse the deve:---'-'-~"""""'--'-'-"" ~'''''.~-_.'_.,,-.''''''''~'- ...••••.....:,'~,."'--:'.,,""," ... -'-..... _.•......,-""","=.~

lOping self in him l~~~t~e. de.~el0.eed~~_~~~ ha2....~past
sub-human. evolution. This conclusion preserves the unity
of Natu;ei"n'd'it'Saev~loping order; and it concurs with the
persistent evidence of an interaction and parallelism which
.we perceive between the inward and the outward, the physi
cal and the mental phenomenon,-a correspondence and
companionship which some would explain by making mind

\ a result and notation of the act of nerve and body, but which
can now be better accounted for by seeing in vital and phy

;,sical phenomenon a consequence and minor notation ofa
soul-action which it at the same time hints and conceals
from our sense-bound mentality. Finally, it makes of soul

lII;i

or spirit, no longer a miraculous accident or intervention
in a material universe, but a constant presence in it and the
secret of its order and its existence.

The concession of an animal soul existence and of its past
sub-human births slowly and guardedly preparing the birth
into humanity cannot stop short at this abrupt line in the
natural gradation. ~«IP:<l!1_~.Ei!~~s.!~. in-!Ii~_J>.!:ing!lQ.t
~y th~ .~.!!.iw~leJcis!~n.cebelc~~_him~,!!-.~he_9E.~.1!!er_~y.!?
~~~L!>Ji~. But if it is difficult for us to concede a soul to
the despised animal form and mind, it is still more difficult
to concede it to the brute subconscience of the sub-animal

nature. Ancient belief made this concession with the happi
est ease, saw a soul, a living godhead everywhere in the ani
mate and in the inanimate and nothing was to its view void
of a spiritual existence. The logical abstracting intellect with
its passion for clean sections intermediately swept away
these large beliefs as an imaginative superstition or a primi
tive animism and, mastered by its limiting and dividing
definitions, it drove a trenchant sectional cleavage between
man and animal, animal and plant, animate and inanimate
being. But now to the eye of our enlarging reason this
system of intolerant cleavages is in rapid course of disappear
ance. The human mind is a development from what is
inchoate in the animal mentality; there is, even, in that infe
rior type a sort of suppressed reason, for that name may well
be given to a power of instinctive and customary conclusion
from experience, association, memory and nervous response,
and man himself begins with these things though he develops
out of this animal inheritance a free human self-detaching
power of reflective will and intelligence. And it is now clear
that the nervous life which is the basis of that physical
mentality in man and animal, exists also in the plant with
a fundamental identity; not only so, but it is akin to us by
a sort of nervous psychology which amounts to the existence
of a suppressed mind. A subconscient mind in the plant,
it is now not unreasonable to suggest,-but is it not at the
summits of plant experience only half subconscious?
5

/
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becomes conscient in the animal body. When we go lower
down, we find hints that there are involved in the sub-vital
most brute material forms the rudiments of precisely the
same energy of life and its responses.

/' And the question then arises whether there is not an un/ broken continuity in Nature, no scissions and sections, no
unbridgeable gulfs or impassable borders, but a complete
unity, matter instin<;t with a suppressed life, life instinct
with a suppressed mind, mind instinct with a suppressed
energy of a diviner intelligence, each new form or type of
birth evolving a stage in the succession of suppressed powers,
and there too the evolution not at an end, but this large and
packed intelligence the means ofliberating a greater and now
suppressed self-power of the Spirit. A spiritual evolution

~hus meets our eye in the world which an inner force raises
up a certain scale of gradations of its births in form by the
unfolding of its own hidden powers to the greatness of its
complete and highest reality. The word of the ancient Veda
stands,---<>utof all the ocean of inconscience, apraketam salilam

sarvam idam, ~t is that one spiritual ~xist<:nt who i!J?orn 1>)'

the greatness of his o~n enersx, tapasas tan mahina ajayata

t ekam. Where in this evolution does the thing we call soul/1 make its first appearance? One is obliged to ask, was it not
! there, must it not have been there from the first beginnings,
! even though asleep or, as we may say, somnambulist in

matter? If man were only a superior animal with a greater
range of physical mind, we might conceivably say that there
was no soul or spirit, but only three successive powers of
Energy in a series of the forms of matter. But in this human
intelligence there does appear at its summit a greater power
of spirit; we rise up to a consciousness which is not limited
by its physical means and formulas. "This highest thing is
not, as it might first appear, an unsubstantial sublimation

Iof mind and mind a subtle sublimation of living matter.
This greatness turns out to have been the very self-existent
substance and power of our being; all other things seem in
comparison only its lesser forms of itself which it uses for a

/1
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\ progressive revelation; Spirit in the end proves itself the first
and not only the last, Alpha as well as Omega, and the

I whole secret ~f existence from its beginning. We come to
! a fathomless conception of this all, sarvam idam, in which we

see that there is an obscure omnipresent life in matter, acti
vised by that life a secret sleeping mind, sheltered in that
sleep of mind an involved all-knowing all-originating Spirit.
~ut then sO,!1is ~ot to be conceived of~~ a g~o\\'tE-.2.r.birth
of which we can fix a date of its co~.!.~g()La..st<l.gein the

_- "'-. $'__ ..".,...",....••--...-"'.~"c-.__,,·.w· •••,_· ...•.._ .._ 0 ", ........••. , .. -- .... .. •..••••• _, ...•. "

evolution WhlC2,E~_~"..~t.,~~~"first £':l:pac!ty()if()~;;L!io.~,
but rather all here is ~ump-ti9}!.~of .for:tnby a s~cret souJ
which becomes in the self-seeking of life increasingly mani-
~t 10. a.£E~~~!1gjelf~c~!1-~SE~~e:All assumption· 'of for~
is a constant and yet progressive birth or becoming of the
soul, sambhava, sambhUti,-the dumb and blind and brute is

\ that and not only the finely, mentally conscious human or} the animal existence. ~ll thi~).~f!nite becoming. i~ a birth

1-.1_ of the S£!!~t,.in~()!~~~. This is thS.truth, obscure aLfi.f§.LQ!\ vague to the intelligence, but very luminous to an inner ex-

\J ii..eriCn'Ce, on .whieh_'he "".9.~';'f~d~ idea -of 'e!>._ix:!h t()9.!, its station.
But the repeated birth of the same individual does Ilot at

firstsI&ht~~~.into b<:~~~disp~ns~b!ein.this overpowering u~i
versal unity. To the logical intellect it might appear to be
a-contradiction, since all here is the one Self, Spirit, existence
born into nature, assuming a multitude of forms, ascending
many gradations of its stages of self-revelation. That sum
mary cutting of existence into the I and the not-I which was
the convenience of our egoistic notion of things, a turn of
mind so powerful for action, would seem to be only a prac
tical or a mechanical device of the one Spirit to support its
separative phenomenon of birth and conscious variation of
combined proceeding, a sorceror's trick of the universal
intelligence; it is only apparent fact of being, not its truth,
there is no separation, only a universal unity, one Spirit. But--
~~·L:not. this again be a swiIlgiIl~~way~() .t~e."()PPQ~it.~
extreme? As the eg~_~~s an. ~.!ce.ssi~~_~c~~~()Il.}p:.theunity



of being, so this ,idea of an ~~ea~ of unity in ~~~,chour life
would b~_.on..!r,~ni.!1.constantm~m~.!!.!~l'Y,_~~Y~J.may be a,
violent excision of s0!!1e!~.i.J:lg.in.d.~<:Il~C:l.!>!.e.tg.jh\t...ullix~mt!
ordeilildividuality is.as.important a thing to. the ways of

~e SPi~!~_oi·.e.~~!~~~_..~~:~E.i;~~~~~ty~'The indi"idu~i '~i;t at potent secret of its being upon which the universal
stressesand leans and makes the knot of power of all its work
ings: as the individual grows in consciousness and sight and
knowledge and all divine power and quality, increasingly
he becomes aware of the universal in himself, but aware of
- f·--·--_·_·········_· __·..·..···__····· ,,~ -himsel too in the~universality, of his own past not begun
a~~Cendedin the~ingletransient body, but.opening. to
fUiure consummations. If the aim of the universal in ou~

6I;th is~t;-b;'o;~'~-;iconscient and possess and enjoy its
being, still it is done through the individual's flowering and
perfection; if to escape from its own workings be the last
end, still it is the individual that escapes while the universal
seems content to continue its multitudinous births to all

eternity. Theref~:~ ..!.~e.}IlcJ.iyicJ.1!~!..~g~~.~EEea:~_t?_ b~~.~,
real'.E.o~er-or~~§Ei~i!.<l.IJ:cJ..n()!..a simE!~ill~~!£'Ilor:c1evict;~
except in so far as the universal too may ~~_~. some.would
have itz a~.immense illusion or a grand imJ>Oscddevice. On
this line of thinking we arrive at the- idea~orsome'-great
spiritual existence of which universal and individual are
two companion powers, pole and poleof its manifestation,
indefinite circumference and multiple centre of the activised
realities of its being.

/" This ~ ~.~a)'.()fseeillg..t.bip.gs,.harmoni()usat least in,i£l
i complexl,tr, sl!~e!~.<J.Il~.<:.~£~.~le~~..<l.certaiI!:.all-embra~!ng

~~hicl:L'Ye. can take as~J:>.~is.for our ig.e..'l-sofr~J:>jtlb,
~~ ascending!1!.1ity.z.e.,§.pi!iL~~()!yedin ma!.e.ria,L~~.st~ll£e
which scales wonderf!1llyup many gradations t~rough life

-;ise(C(;li~d··~;;'d·beyon.d mind to the evoiu.ti~n ~f~
own complete self-conscience, the individual following that
gradation and the power for its self-crowning. If human

\ mind is the last word of its possibility on earth, then rebirthi must end in man and proceed by some abrupt ceasing

either to an existence on other planes or to an annulment of
its spiritual circle. But if there are higher powers of the Spirit
which are attainable by birth, then the ascent is not finished,
greater assumptions may lie before the soul which has now
reached and is lifted to a perfecting of the high scale of
humanity. It may even be that this ascending rebirth is not
the long upward rocket shooting of a conscious being out of
matter or its whirling motion in mind destined to break up
and dissolve in some high air of calm nothingness or of silent
timeless infinity, but a progress to some great act and hig~
display of the Divinity which shall give a wise and glorious
significance to his persistent intention in an eternal creation.
Or that at least may be one power of the Eternal's infinite
potentiality.
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"One looks on it and sees a miracle, another speaks
of it as a miracle, as a miracle another hears of it, but
what it is, for all the hearing, none knoweth."

iiJcaryavat pa.ryati ka.rcid enam

iiJcaryavad vadati tathaiva ciinya~.

iiJcaryavaccainam anya~ SrTJoti

srutviipyenam veda na caiva ka.rcit.

The modern scientist strives to make a complete scheme and
institution of the physical method which he has detected in

its minute workings, ~~~ind t()..th~.~E~,~~e-~~~~l~~
involves or content to lose the sense of it in the satisfied obser

vatioilofi vast orderedp~~o~~~~n. But always the'~a~~l
of the thing remains, one with the inexplicable wonder of
all existence,-even as it is said in the ancient Scripture,

71INVOLUTION AND EVOLUTION

We know that an evolution there is, but not what evolution
is; that remains still one of the initial mysteries of Nature.

For evolution, as is the habit with the human reason's
accounts' and solutions of the deep and unfathomable way
of the Spirit in things, raises more questions than it solves;
it does not do away with the problem of creation for all its
appearance of solid orderly fact, any more than the reli
gious affirmation of an external omnipotent Creator could
do it or the Illusionist's mystic Maya, agha!ana-gha!ana

pa!iyasi, very skilful in bringing about the impossible, some
strange existent non-existent Power with an idea in That
which is beyond and without ideas, self-empowered to create
an existent non-existent world, existent because it very evi
dently is, non-existent because it is a patched up consistency
of drearnful unreal transiences. The problem is only pro
longed, put farther back, given a subtle and orderly, but all
the more challengingly complex appearance. But, even
when our questioning is confined to the one issue of evolution
alone, the difficulty still arises of the essential significance
of the bare outward facts observed, what is meant by evolu-
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The Western idea of evolution is the statement of a process
of formation, not an explanation of our being. Limited
to the physical and biological data of Nature, it does not
attempt except in a summary or a superficial fashion to
discover its own meaning, but is content to announce itself
as the general law of a quite mysterious and inexplicable
energy. Evolution becomes a problem in motion which is
satisfied to work up with an automatic regularity its own
puzzle, but not to work it out, because, si~ce i!...is.~!1~
process, it has no understanding of itself, and, since it is a
b1ffi~~i)'~!Eetuar~utomatI;iP-.,QfW-;~l!~EI~;r=e,~~!gy;·j!Jl:~s
ne,~t~era!,1_o:r:~!nnora,r~j~sll~! It began perhaps ()r is always
~~~ it wills top perhaps in time"or Isafw<iYsso~~
where S!.?..EE.i}ig~ridgoing1:>ack 'to Its.b~e~~1!ingsoJJ~:tIt!l!~!e
is no 'X.~y, o~!y a great turrn?~l and fuss?f::l~!:()~.~Q.J.~
~~n~ng(ind i!s.cessati()~j for there is in its acts no foun
tain of spiritual intention, but only the force of an unresting
material necessity. The ancient idea of evolution was the
___ ~.,~, __ ""_",_,,, ~,-_,"""''''._'.'-;-~ __ "''''' x'.. ",,-_.,,~., .... -, ... ,-c ....• ,.'<•••.

f!uit of a philo~tQ.2h!faL!nt':l:!!!9..IkJ:!J._(:_.~p.)san .~[ct~
o! s~~~~n~i~.sg.!?~~r.y!'!-!i()Il;Each as enounced missessomething,
but the ancient got at the spirit of the movement where
the modern is content with a form and the most external

machinery. The Sankhya thinker gave us the psychological
elements of the total evolutionary process, analysed mind
and sense and the subtle basis of matter and divined some

of the secrets of the executive energy, but had no eye for
the detail of the physical labour of Nature. He saw in it
too not only the covering active evident Force, but the con
cealed sustaining spiritual entity, though by an excessof the
analytic intellect, obsessed with its love of trenchant scissions
and symmetrical oppositions, he set between meeting Soul
and Force an original and eternal gulf or line of separation.
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tion, what is it that evolves, from what and by what force
of necessity? The scientist is content to affirm an original
matter or substance, atomic, electric, etheric or whatever
it may finally turn out to be, which by the very nature of its
own inherent energy or of an energy acting in it and on it,
-the two things are not the same, and the distinction,
though it may seem immaterial in the beginning of the pro
cess, is of a considerable ultimate consequence,-produces
owing to some unexplained law, constant system of results
or other unalterable principle a number of different basic
forms and powers of matter or different sensible and effective
movements of energy: these come into being, it seems, when
the minute original particles of matter meet together in va
riously disposed quantities, measures and combinations, and
all the rest is a varying, developing mounting movement of
organised energy and its evolutionary consequences, paTi

r,zama, which depend on this crude constituting basis. All that
is or may be a correct statement of phenomenal fact,-but
we must not forget that the fundamental theory of science
has been going of late through a considerable commotion of
an upsetting and a rapid rearrangement,-but it carries us
no step farther towards the principal, the all-important thing
that we want to know. The way in which man sees and ex
periences the universe, imposes on his reason the necessity of
a one original eternal substance of which all things are the
forms and a one eternal original energy of which all move
ment of action and consequence is the variation. But the
whole question is, what is the reality of this substance and
what is the essential nature of this energy?

Then, even if we suppose the least explicable part of the
action to be an evolutionary development of the immaterial
from Matter, still is that development a creation or a libera
tion, a birth of what did not exist before or a slow bringing
out of what already existed in suppressed fact or in eternal
potentiality? And the interest of the question becomes acute,
its importance incalculable when we come to the still un
explained phenomenon oflife and mind. Is life a creation out

of inanimate substance or the appearance of a new, a sud
denly or slowly resultant power out of the brute material
energy, and is conscious mind a creation out of inconscient
or subconscient life, or do these powers and godheads appear
because they were always there though in a shrouded and by
us unrecognizable condition of their hidden or suppressed
idea and activity, Nomen and Numen? And what of the soul
and of man? Is soul a new result or creation of our mentalised

life,-even so many regard it, because it clearly appears as a
self-conscient, bright, distinguishable power only when think
ing life has reached some high pitch of its intensity,-or is it
not a permanent entity, the original mystery that now un
veils its hidden form, the eternal companion of the energy we
call Nature, her secret inhabitant or her very spirit and
reality? And is man a biological creation of a brute energy
which has somehow unexpectedly and quite inexplicably
managed to begin to feel and think, or is he in his real self
that inner Being and Power which is the whole sense of the
evolution and the master of Nature? Is Nature only the force
of self-expression, self-formation, self-creation of a secret
spirit, and.man however hedged in his present capacity, the
first being in Nature in whom that power begins to be con
sciently self-creative in the front of the action, in this outer
chamber of physical being, there set to work and bring out by
an increasingly self-consciousevolution what he can of all its
human significance or its divine possibility? That is the clear
conclusion we must arrive at in the end, if we once admit as
the key of the whole movement, the reality of this whole
mounting creation a spiritual evolution. _' '

The word evolution carries with it in its intrinsic sense, in ~ ,V,{, ~ .

the idea at its root the necessity of a previous involution. We J yo ~ ..
must, if a hidden spiritual being is the secret of all the action rJ.v- C ~

of Nature, give its full power to that latent value ofthe idea. f\A.1JlI'
'Ye are bound then to suppose that all that evolves already
existed involved, passive or otherwise active, but in either
case concealed from us in the shell of material Nature. The

Spirit which manifests itself here in a body, must be in-
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volved from the beginning in the whole of matter and in
every knot, formation and particle of matter; life, mind and
whatever is above mind must be latent, inactive or concealed
active powers in all the operations of material energy. The
only alternative would be to drive in between the two sides
of our being the acute Sankhya scission; but that divides too
much Spirit and Nature. Nature would be an inert and
mechanical thing, but she would set to her work activised by
some pressure on her of the Spirit. Spirit would be Being
conscious and free in its own essencefrom the natural activity,
but would phenomenally modify or appear to modify its
consciousness in response to some reaction of Nature. One
would reflect the movements of the active Power, the other
would enlighten her activities with the consciousness of the
self-aware immortal being. In that case the scientific evolu
tionary view of Nature as a vast mechanical energy, life,

min~and natural soul action its scale of developing opera
tion~ would have a justification. Our consciousness would
only be a luminous translation of the self-driven unresting
mechanical activity into responsive notes of experience of the
consenting spiritual witness. But the disabling difficulty in
this notion is the quite opposite character of our own highest
seeing; for in the end and as the energy of the universal force
mounts up the gradients of its own possibilities, Nature be
comes always more evidently a power of the Spirit and all
her mechanism only figures of its devising mastery. The
power of the Flame cannot be divided from the Flame;
where the Flame is, there is the power, and where the power
is there is the fiery Principle. We have to come back to the
idea of a Spirit present in the universe and, if the process of its
works of power and its appearance is in the steps of an
evolution, there imposes itself the necessity of a previous
involution.

This Spirit in things is not apparent from the beginning,
but self-betrayed in an increasing light of manifestation. We
see the compressed powers of Nature start released from their
original involution, disclose in a passion of work the secrets

of their infinite capacity, press upon themselves and on the
supporting inferior principle to subject its lower movement
on which they are forced to depend into a higher working
proper to their own type and feel their proper greatness in
the greatness of their self-revealing effectuations. Life takes
hold of matter and breathes into it the numberless figures of
its abundant creative force, its subtle and variable patterns,
its enthusiasm of birth and death and growth and act and
response, its will of more and more complex organisation of
experience, its quivering search and feeling out after a self
consciousness of its own pleasure and pain and understand
ing gust of action; mind seizes on life to make it an instru
ment for the wonders of will and intelligence; soul possesses
and lifts mind through the attraction of beauty and good and
wisdom and greatness towards the joy of some half-seen ideal
highest existence; and in all this miraculous movement and
these climbing greatnesses each step sets its foot on a higher
rung and opens to a clearer, larger and fuller scope and view
of the always secret and always self-manifesting spirit in
things. The eye fixed on the physical evolution has only the
sight of a mechanical grandeur and subtlety of creation; the
evolution of life opening to mind, the evolution of mind
opening to the soul of its own light and action, the evolution
of soul out of the limited powers of mind to a resplendent
blaze of the infinites of spiritual being are the more signi
ficant things, give us greater and subtler reaches of the
self-disclosing Secrecy. The physical evolution is only an
outward sign, the more and more complex and subtle deve
lopment of a supporting structure, the growing exterior metre
mould of form which is devised to sustain in matter the rising
intonations of the spiritual harmony. The spiritual signi
ficance finds us as the notes rise; but not till we get to the
summit of the scale can we command the integral meaning of
that for which all these first formal measures were made the
outward lines, the sketch or the crude notation. Life itself
is only a coloured vehicle, physical birth a convenience for
the greater and greater births of the Spirit.

,;
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The spiritual process of evolution is then in some sense a
creation, but a self-creation, not a making of what never
was, but a bringing out of what was implicit in the Being.
The Sanskrit word for creation signifies a loosing forth, a
letting out into the workings of Nature. The Upanishad in
a telling figure applies the image of the spider which brings
its web out of itself and creates the structure in which it takes
its station. That is applied in the ancient Scripture not to
the evolution of things out of Matter, but to an original
bringing of temporal becoming out of the eternal infinity;
Matter itself and this material universe are only such a web
or indeed no more than a part of it brought out from the
spiritual being of the Infinite. But the same truth, the same
law holds good of all that we see of the emergence of things
from involution in the material energy. We might almost
speak here of a double evolution. A Force inherent in the
Infinite brings out of it eternally the structure of its action in
a universe of which the last descending scale is based upon
an involution of all the powers of the Spirit into an incon
scient absorption in her self-oblivious passion of form and
structural working. Thence comes an ascent and progres
sive liberation of power after power till the Spirit self-dis
closed and set free by knowledge and mastery of its works
repossesses the eternal fullness of its being which envelopes
then and carries in its grasp the manifold and unified splen
dours of its nature. At any rate, the spiritual process of which
our human birth is a step and our life is a portion, appears
as the bringing out of a greatness, asya mahimanam, which is
secret, inherent and self-imprisoned, absorbed in the form
and working of things. Our world-action figures an evolu
tion, an outrolling of a manifold Power gathered and coiled
up in the crude intricacy of Matter. The upward progress of
the successivebirths of things is a rise into waking and larger
and larger light of a consciousnessshut into the first hermetic
cell of sleep of the eternal Energy.

There is a parallel in the Yogic experience of the Kunda
lini, eternal Force coiled up in the body in the bottom root

vessel or chamber, muladhara, pedestal, earth-centre of the
physical nervous system. There she slumbers coiled up like
a python and filled full of all that she holds gathered in her
being, but when she is struck by the freely coursing breath,
by the current of Life which enters into search for her, she
awakes and rises flaming up the ladder of the spinal chord
and forces open centre after centre of the involved dynamic
secrets of consciousness till at the summit she finds, joins and
becomes one with the Spirit. Thus she passes from an in
volution in inconscience through a series of opening glories
of her powers into the greatest eternal superconscience of the
Spirit. This mysterious evolving Nature in the world around
us follows even such a course. Inconscient being is not so
much a matrix as a chamber of materialised energy in which
are gathered up all the powers of the Spirit; they are there,
but work in the conditions of the material energy, involved,
we say, and therefore not apparent as themselves because
they have passed into a form of working subnormal to their
own right scale where the characteristics by which we recog
nise and think we know them are suppressed into a minor
and an undetected force of working. As Nature risesin the
scale, she liberates them into their recognisable scales of
energy, discloses the operations by which they can feel them
selves and their greatness. At the highest summit she rises
into the self-knowledge of the Spirit which informed her
action, but because of its involution or concealment in the
forms of its workings could not be known in the greatness
of its reality. Spirit and Nature discovering the secret of
her energies become one at the top of the spiritual evolution
by a soul in Nature which awakens to the significance of its
own being in the liberation of the highest truth: it comes to
know that its births were the births, the assumptions of form
of an eternal Spirit, to know itself as that and not a creature
of Nature and rises to the possession of the revealed, full
and highest power of its own real and spiritual nature. That
liberation, because liberation is self-possession, comes to us
as the crown of a spiritual evolution.
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We must consider all the packed significance of this invo
lution. The Spirit involved in material energy is there with
all its powers; life, mind and a greater supramental power
are involved in Matter. But what do we mean when we say
that they are involved, and do we mean that all these things
are quite different energies cut off from each other by an
essential separateness, but rolled up together in an inter
action, or do we mean that there is only one Being with its
one energy, varying shades of the light of its power differen
tiated in the spectrum of Nature? When we say that Life is
involved in Matter or in material Force, for of that Force
Matter seems after all to be only a various self-spun forma
tion, do we not mean that all this universal working, even
in what seems to us its inconscient inanimate action, is a
life-power of the Spirit busy with formation, and we do not
recognise it because it is there in a lower scale in which the
characteristics by which we recognise life are not evident or
are only slightly evolved in the dullness of the material
covering? Material energy would be then Life packed into
the density of Matter and feeling out in it for its own intenser
recognisable power which it finds within itself in the material
concealment and liberates into action. Life itself would be
an energy of a secret mind, a mind imprisoned in its own
forms and quivering out in the nervous seekings of life for
its intenser recognisable power of consciousness which it
discovers within the vital and material suppression and libe
rates into sensibility. No doubt, practically, these powers
work upon each other as different energies, but in essence
they would be one energy and their interaction the power
of the Spirit working by its higher on its lower forces, depen
ding on them at first, but yet turning in the scale of its ascent
to overtop and master them. Mind too might only be an
inferior scale and formulation derived from a much greater
and supramental consciousness, and that consciousness too
with its greater light and will a characteristic originating
power of spiritual being, the power which secret in all things,
in mind, in life, in matter, in the plant and the metal and the

atom, assures constantly by its inevitable action the idea and
harmony of the universe. And what is the Spirit itself but
infinite existence, eternal, immortal being, but always a
conscious self-aware being,-and that is the difference
between the materialist's mechanical monism and the

spiritual theory of the universe,-which here expresses
itself in a world finite to our conceptions whose every move
ment yet bears witness to the Infinite? And this world is
because the Spirit has the delight of its own infinite existence
and the delight of its own infinite self-variation; birth is
because all consciousness carries with it power of its own
being and all power of being is self-creative and must have
the joy of its self-creation. For creation means nothing else
than a self-expression; and the birth of the soul in the body
is nothing but a mode of its own self-expression. Therefore
all things here are expression, form, energy, action of the
Spirit; matter itself is but form of Spirit, life but power of
being of the Spirit, mind but working out of consciousnessof
the Spirit. All Nature is a display and a play of God, power
and action and self-creation of the one spiritual Being. Nature
presents to Spirit at once the force, the instrument, the
medium, .the obstacle, the result of his powers, and all these
things, obstacles as well as instrument, are the necessary
elements for a gradual and developing creation.

But if the Spirit has involved its eternal greatness in the
material universe and is there evolving its powers by the
virtue of a secret self-knowledge, is disclosing them in a
grandiose succession under the self-imposed difficulties of a
material form of being, is disengaging them from a first
veiling absorbed inconscience of Nature, there is no diffi
culty in thinking or seeing that this soul shaped into huma
nity is a being of that Being, that this also has risen out of
material involution by increasing self-expression in a series
of births of which each grade is a new ridge of the ascent
opening to higher powers of the Spirit and that it is still
arising and will not be for ever limited by the present walls
of its birth but may, if we will, be born into a divine huma-



nity. Our humanity is the conscious meeting-place of the
finite and the infinite and to grow more and more towards
that Infinite even in this physical birth is our privilege.
This Infinite, this Spirit who is housed within us but not
bound or shut in by mind or body, is our own self and to
find and be our self was, as the ancient sages knew, always
the object of our human striving, for it is the object of the
whole immense working of Nature. But it is by degrees
of the self-finding that Nature enlarges to her spiritual reality.
Man himself is a doubly involved being; most of himself in
mind and below is involved in a subliminal conscience or a
subconscience; most of himself above mind is involved in
a spiritual superconscience. When he becomes conscient
in the superconscience, the heights and the depths of his being
will be illumined by another light of knowledge than the
flickering lamp of the reason can now cast into a few corners;
for then the master of the field will enlighten this whole
wonderful field of his being, as the sun illumines the whole
system it has created out of its own glories. Then only he
can know the reality even of his own mind and life and body.
Mind will be changed into a greater consciousness, his life
will be a direct power and action of the Divinity, his very
body no longer this first gross lump of breathing clay, but
a very image and body of spiritual being. That transfigura
tion on the summit of the mountain, divine birth, divya

janma, is that to which all these births are a long series of
laborious steps. An involution of spirit in matter is the begin
ning, but a spiritual assumption of divine birth is the fullness
of the eVQlution.

East and West have two ways of looking at life which are
opposite sides of one reality. Betwee.nthe pragmatic truth
on which the vital thought of modern Europe enamoured of
the vigour of life, all the dance of God in Nature, puts so
vehement and exclusive a stress and the eternal immutable
Truth to which the Indian mind enamoured of calm and

poise loves to turn with an 'equal passion for an exclusive
finding, there is no such divorce and quarrel as is now dec-

lared by the partisan mind, the separating reason, the absor
bing passion of an exclusive will of realisation. The one
eternal immutable Truth is the Spirit and without the Spirit
the pragmatic truth of a self-creating universe would have
no origin or foundation; it would be barren of significance,
empty of inner guidance, lost in its end, a firework display
shooting up into the void only to fall away and perish in
mid-air. But neither is the pragmatic truth a dream of the
non-existent, an illusion or a long lapse into some futile deli
rium of creative imagination; that would be to make the
eternal Spirit a drunkard or a dreamer, the fool of his own
gigantic self-hallucinations. The truths of universal exis
tence are of two kinds, truths of the Spirit which are them
selves eternal and immutable, and these are the great things
that cast themselves out into becoming and there constantly
realise their powers and significances, and the play of the
consciousness with them, the discords, the musical variations,
soundings of possibility, progressive notations, reversions,
perversions, mounting conversions into a greater figure of
harmony; and of all these things the Spirit has made, makes
always his universe. But it is himself that he makes in it,
himself that is the creator and the energy of creation and the
cause and the method and the result of the working, the
mechanist and the machine, the music and the musician,
the poet and the poem, supermind, mind and life and matter,
the soul and Nature.

An original error pursues us in our solutions of our prob
lem. We are perplexed by the appearance of an antinomy;
we set soul against Nature, the spirit against his creative
energy. But Soul and Nature, Purusha and Prakriti, are
two eternal lovers who possess their perpetual unity and
enjoy their constant difference, and in the unity abound in
the passion of the multitudinous play of their difference,
and in every step of the difference abound in the secret
sense or the overt consciousness of unity. Nature takes the
Soul into herself so that he falls asleep in a trance of union
with her absorbed passion of creation and she too seems then
6
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to be asleep in the whirl of her own creative energy; and that
is the involution in Matter. Above, it may be, the Soul takes
Nature into himself so that she falls asleep in a trance of
oneness with the absorbed self-possession of the Spirit and he
too seems to be asleep in the deep of his own self-locked im
mobile being. But still above and below and around and
within all this beat and rhythm is the eternity of the Spirit
who has thus figured himself in soul and Nature and enjoys
with a perfect awareness all that he creates in himself by this
involution and evolution. The soul fulfils itself in Nature

when it possesses in her the consciousness of that eternity
and its power and joy and transfigures the natural becoming
with the fullness of the spiritual being. The constant self
creation which we call birth finds there the perfect evolution
of all that it held in its own nature and reveals its own ut

most significance. The complete soul possesses all its self
and all Nature.

Therefore all this evolution is a growing of the Self in
material Nature to the conscious possession of its own spiri
tual being. It begins with form-apparently a form of Force
-in which a Spirit is housed and hidden; it ends in a Spirit
which consciously directs its own force and creates or assumes
its own forms for the free joy of its being in Nature. Nature
holding her own Self and Spirit involved and suppressed
within herself, an imprisoned master of existence subjected
to her ways of birth and action,-yet are these ways his and
this Spirit the condition of her being and the law of her work
ings,-commences the evolution: the Spirit holding Nature
conscious in himself, complete by his completeness, liberated
by his liberation, perfected in his perfection, crowns the
evolution. All our births are the births of this Spirit and self
which has become or put forth a soui in Nature. To be is
the object of our existence,-there is no other end or object,
for the consciousness and bliss of being is the whole begin
ning and middle and end, as it is that which is without
beginning or end. But this means in the steps of the evolu
tion to grow more and more until we grow into our own

fullness of self; all birth is a progressive self-finding, a means
of self-realisation. To grow in knowledge, in power, in
delight, love and oneness, towards the infinite light, capacity
and bliss of spiritual existence, to universalise ourselves till
we are one with all being, and to exceed constantly our
present limited self till it opens fully to the transcendence
in which the universal lives and to base upon it all our be
coming, that is the full evolution of what now lies darkly
wrapped or works half-evolved in Nature.
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VIII

KARMA

One finds an unanswerable truth in the theory of Karma,
-not necessarily in the form the ancients gave to it, but in
the idea at its centre,-which at once strikes the mind and
commands the assent of the understanding. Nor does the
austerer reason, distrustful of first impressions and critical
of plausible solutions, find after the severest scrutiny that the
more superficial understanding, the porter at the gateways
of our mentality, has been deceived into admitting a tinsel
guest, a false claimant into our mansion of knowledge. There
is a solidity at once of philosophic and of practical truth
supporting the idea, a bed-rock of the deepest universal
undeniable verities against which the human mind must
always come up in its fathomings of the fathomless; in this
way indeed does the world deal with us, there is a law here
which does so make itself felt and against which all our
egoistic ignorance and self-will and violence dashes up in
the end, as the old Greek poet said of the haughty insolence
and prosperous pride of man, against the very foundation
of the throne of Zeus, the marble feet of Themis, the ada
mantine bust of Ananke. There is the secret of an eternal
factor, the base of the unchanging action of the just and
truthful gods, deviiniim dhruva vratiini, in the self-sufficient
and impartial law of Karma.

This truth of Karma has been always recognised in the
East in one form or else in another; but to the Buddhists
belongs the credit of having given to it the clearest and fullest
universal enunciation and the most insistent importance.
In the West, too, the idea has constantly recurred, but in
external, in fragmentary glimpses, as the recognition of a
pragmatic truth of experience, and mostly as an ordered
ethical law or fatality set over against the self-will and
strength of man: but it was clouded over by other ideas

inconsistent with any reign oflaw, vague ideas of some supe
rior caprice or of some divine jealousy,-that was a notion
of the Greeks,-a blind Fate or inscrutable Necessity,
Ananke, or, later, the mysterious ways of an arbitrary,
though no doubt an all·wise Providence. And all this meant
that there was some broken half-glimpse of the working of a
force, but the law of its working and the nature of the thing
itself escaped the perception,-as indeed it could hardly
fail to do, since the mental eye of the West, absorbed by the
passion of life, tried to read the workings of the universe in
the light of the single mind and life of man; but those work
ings are much too vast, ancient, unbrokenly continuous in
Time and all-pervading in Space,-not in material infinity
alone, but in the eternal time and eternal space of the soul's
infinity,-to be read by so fragmentary a glimmer. Since
the Eastern idea and name of the law of Karma was made

familiar to the modern mentality, one side of it has received
an increasing recognition, perhaps because latterly that men
tality had been prepared by the great discoveries and genera
lisations of Science for a fuller vision of cosmic existence and

a more ordered and majestic idea of cosmic Law. It may be
as well then to start from the physical base in approaching
this question of Karma, though we may find at last that it is
from the other end of being, from its spiritual summit rather
than its material support that we must look in order to catch
its whole significance-and to fix also the limits of its signi
ficance.

Fundamentally, the meaning of Karma is that all exis
tence is the working of a universal Energy, a process and an
action and a building of things by that action,-an unbuild
ing too, but as a step to farther building,-that all is a conti
nuous chain in which every one link is bound indissolubly
to the past infinity of numberless links, and the whole go
verned by fixed relations, by a fixed association of cause and
effect, present action the result of past action as future action
will be the result of present action, all cause a working of
energy and all effect too a working of energy. The moral



significance is that all our existence is a putting out of an
energy which is in us and by which we are made and as is
the nature of the energy which is put forth as cause, so shall
be that of the energy which returns as effect, that this is the
universal law and nothing in the world can, being of and in
our world, escape from its governing incidence. That is the
philosophical reality of the theory of Karma, and that too
is the way of seeing which has been developed by physical
Science. But its seeing has been handicapped in the pro
gress to the full largeness of its own truth by two persistent
errors, first, the strenuous paradoxical attempt-inevitable
and useful no doubt as one experiment of the human reason
which had to have its opportunity, but foredoomed to
failure-to explain supraphysical things by a physical for
mula, and a darkening second error of setting behind the
universal rule of Law and as its cause and efficient the quite
opposite idea of the cosmic reign of Chance. The old notion
of an unintelligible supreme caprice,-unintelligible it must
naturally be since it is the working of an unintelligent Force,
-thus prolonged its reign and got admission side by side
with the scientific vision of the fixities and chained succes
sions of the universe.

Being is no doubt one, and Law too may be one; but it
is perilous to fix from the beginning on one type of pheno
mena with a predetermined will to deduce from that all other
phenomenon however different in its significance and nature.
In that way we are bound to distort truth into the mould of
our own prepossession. Intermediately at least we have
rather to recognise the old harmonious truth of Veda
which also came by this way in its end, its Vedanta, to the
conception of the unity of Being,-that there l!:l'~__<!~~t
planes of cQSD}!<::_e~~!~Il~~..and therefo!"~_tQo'..QfQULJUW.

existence and in ea<:~_.?L_~he~I!l."..!!I!:"s~~~,"l~?~(:~,~~!~S
or laws rnustactina ~~~~t"t1P~_~~~JI1!1n21h~r~S:!1~I:U!!l~
!!~,~f~.i~.~![~s!~a1!.tx.: First, then, we see that if Karma
be a universal truth or the universal truth of being, it
must be equally true of the inly-born mental and moral

worlds of our action as in our outward relations with the

physical universe. It is the mental energy that we put
forth which determines the mental effect,-but subject
to all the impact of past, present and future surroun
ding circumstance, because we are not isolated powers in
the world, but rather our energy a subordinate strain and
thread of the universal energy. The moral energy of our
action determines similarly the nature and effect of the moral
consequence, but subject too-though to this element the
rigid moralist does not give sufficient consideration,-to
the same incidence of past, present and future surrounding
circumstance. That this is true of the output of physical
energy, needs no saying nor any demonstration. We must
recognise these different types and variously formulated
motions of the one universal Force, and it wi~_E:~~do t?!.~
from t~e.~,egi.n~i~!tt~~!.tE:eE.1ea;sur_~"~I1~<Iu~li.~x.£f~yinner
being ~!.<!~.~!:~sll!!..of !~.e_?':l!J?1l!..2L~1~<>~y~~~1~n.e!&ytr~~
1~!~.~!I1!?-~!1J(lL~n_g,!E:~l'al.~!l~rmss,-forinstance, that my
doing a good or a bad action or yielding to good or to bad
affections and motives is at the mercy of my liver, or con
tained in the physical germ of my birth, or is the effect of
my chemical elements or determined essentially and ulti
mately by the disposition of the constituent electrons of my
brain and nervous system. Whatever drafts my mental and
moral being may make on the corporeal for its supporting
physical energy and however it may be affected by its
borrowings, yet it is very evident that it uses them for other
and larger purposes, has a supraphysical method, evolves
much greater motives and significances. The moral energy
is in itself a distinct power, has its own plane of Karma,
moves me even, and that characteristically, to override my
vital and physical nature. Forms of one universal Force
at bottom~r at top-these may be, but in practice they are
different energies and have to be so dealt with-until we can
find what that universal Force may be in its highest purest
texture and initial power and whether that discovery can give
us in the perplexities of our nature a unifying direction.
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Chance, that vague shadow of an infinite possibility, must
be banished from the dictionary of our perceptions; for of
chance we can make nothing, because it is nothing. chanCe

does.E..?":,~,~~_~I!..exist!,j~is_~~~~_'YE!c!..E~h.ic~ ~~, .~~ve!..
~~~5:~~o~r own i&'~2rance. Science excludes it from
the actual process of physical law; everything there is
determined by fixed cause and relation. But when it comes
to ask why these relations exist and not others, why a parti
cular cause is allied to a particular effect, it finds that it
knows nothing whatever about the matter; every actualised
possibility supposes a number of other possibilities that have
not actualised but conceivably might have, and it is conve
nient then to say that Chance or at most a dominant pro
bability determines all actual happening, the chance of
evolution, the stumblings of a groping inconscient energy
which somehow finds out some good-enough way and fixes
itself into a repetition of the process. If Inconscience can
do the works of intelligence, it may not be impossible that
chaotic Chance should create a universe of law! But this is
only a reading of our own ignorance into the workings of
the universe,-just as prescientific man read into the work
ings of physical law the caprices of the gods or any other
name for a sportive Chance whether undivine or dressed in
divine glories, whether credited with a pliant flexibility to
the prayers and bribes. of man or presented with an immu
table Sphinx face of stone,-but names only in fact for his
own ignorance.

And, especially, when we come to the pressing needs of
our moral and spiritual being, no theory of chance or
probability will serve at all. Here Science, physical in
her basis, does not help except to point out to a certain
degree the effects of my physicality on -my moral being or of
my moral action on my physicality: for anything else of
just illumination or useful purpose, she stumbles and splashes
about in the quagmire of her own nescience. Earthquake
and eclipse she can interpret and predict, but not my moral
and spiritual becoming, but only attempt to explain its phe-

nomena when they have happened by imposing polysyl
lables and fearful and wonderful laws of pathology, morbid
heredity, eugenics and what not, of loose fumbling, which
touch only the draggled skirts of the lowest psycho-physical
being. But here I need guidance more than anywhere else
and must have the recognition of a law, the high line of a
guiding order. To know the law of my moral and spiritual
being is at first and last more imperative for me than to
learn the ways of steam and electricity, for without these
outward advantages I can grow in my inner manhood, but
not without some notion of moral and spiritual law. Action
is demanded of me and I need a rule for my action: some
thing I am urged inwardly to become which I am not yet,
and I would know what is the way and law, what the central
power or many conflicting powers and what the height
and possible range and perfection of my becoming. That
surely much more than the rule of electrons or the possi
bilities of a more omnipotent physical machinery and more
powerful explosives is the real human question.

The Buddhists' mental and moral law of Karma comes

in ~~is,. difficult.!?_()in!...~!~~'=~l~~=-~~l. a.~-=?E~Ef~.=&
SCience fills our mind with the idea of a universal govern
ment of Law in the physical and outward world and in our
relations with Nature, though she leaves behind it all a
great unanswered query, an agnosticism, a blank of some
other ungrasped Infinite,-here covered by the concept of
Chance,-the Buddhist conception too fills the spaces of our
mental and moral being with the same sense of a government
of mental and moral Law: but this too erects behind that

Law a great unanswered query, an agnosticism, the blank of
an ungrasped Infinite. But here the covering word is more
grandly intangible; it is the mystery of Nirvana. This In
finite is figured in both cases by the more insistent and posi
tive type of mind as an Inconscience,-but material in the
one, in the other a spiritual infinite zero,-but by the more
prudent or flexible thinkers simply as an unknowable. The
difference is that the unknown of Science is something me-
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chanical to which mechanically we return by physical dis
solution or laya, but the unknown of Buddhism is a Perma
nent beyond the Law to which we return spiritually by an
effort of self-suppression, of self-renunciation and, at the
latest end, of self-extinction, by a mental dissolution of the
Idea which m~.intains the law of relations and a moral dis
solution of the world-desire which keeps up the stream of
successions of the universal action. This is a rare and an

austere metaphysics; but to its discouraging grandeur we are
by no means compelled to give assent, for it is neither self
evident nor inevitable. It is by no means so certain that a
high spiritual negation of what I am is my only possible road
to perfection; a high spiritual affirmation and absolute of
what I am may be also a feasible way and gate. This nobly
glacial or blissfully void idea of a Nirvana, because it is so
overwhelmingly a negation, cannot finally satisfy the human
spirit, which is drawn persistently to some highest positive
and affirmation of itself and only uses negations by the way
the better to rid itself of what comes in as an obstacle to its
self-finding. To the everlasting No the living being may
resign itself by an effort, a sorrowful or a superb turning upon
itselfand existence, but the everlasting Yes is its native attrac
tion: our spiritual orientation, the magnetism that draws the
soul, is to eternal Being and not to eternal Non-Being.

Nevertheless certain essential and needed clues are there in

the theory of Karma. And first. there is this assurance, this
firm ground on which i can base a sure tread, that in the
mental and moral world as in the physical universe there is
no chaos, fortuitous rule of chance or mere probability, but
an ordered Energy at work which assures its will by law and
fixed relation and steady succession and the links of ascer
tainable cause and effectuality. To be assured that there is an
all-pervading mental law and an all-pervading moral law, is
a great gain, a supporting foundation. That in the mental
and moral as in the physical world what I sow in the proper
soil, I shall assuredly reap, is a guarantee of divine govern
ment, of equilibrium, of cosmos; it not only grounds life

~,

upon an adamant underbase of law, but by removing anar
chy opens the way to a greater liberty. But there is the possi
bility that if this Energy is all, I may only be a creation of an
imperative Force and all my acts and becomings a chain of
determination over which I can have no real control or

chance of mastery. That view would resolve everything into
predestination of Karma, and the result might satisfY my
intellect but would be disastrous to the greatness of my spirit.
I should be a slave and puppet of Karma and could never
dream of being a sovereign of myself and my existence. ]m
h~er~~o~~~},~~t~e ~~~~~<:l_~t,~P.of~e,~~~eory:.ofKa.!~a.,
that it is the Idea which creates all relations. All is the ex-

pres~~:~!!4"'~~p~n~i~~ of the 'id~~,sarvii~ivijfiiin~~vijri~bhi
iKizi: ,!,~enJ £a.J:l',by the will, the. energyyf the ,~~~~i,Il!Il~,
develop the form of what I am and arrive at the harmony~f
some g!eater ideatha.n,!s expressed in my presentmouldand
f>ilfa:~ce.I can aspire to a nobler expansion. Still, if the Idea
is a thing in itself, without any base but its own spontaneous
power, none originating it, no knower, no Purusha and Lord,
I may be only a form of the universal Idea and myself, my
soul, may have no independent existence or initiation. But

there is too t~~~!..~i~step~!?:a!~!a!p': <l. soul,~~y~loping and.~"'-~._--'~. ~"- -.' -',-',-' .. _- .... -,'--, .. -' ""'"'-'''. -'~-'-.'.

eersIStmg in t~~_p~~~,~()[!J:1e",~~y~r~C:lIEnergy.<l.J.1<1tE,a.!J~
myseft ISthe. seed of allrny creation. What I have become,!have ~<If!!1.ys_eJL~Y'th~_;~~i~"Q~U.<J~~~_aiJ'd~ci:!~n,it;
inner and OllJerKarll.lJ!.i.w~_~~~!L!'?be.LI,~a.Il,!Hak~.mxs~
by pres~Ilt~~1i [u~~re ide_'!-..e!!.dastio!!,- And finally, there is
this last_.~£re~e liberating steE that both the Idea and its
K-armi"may have their origin in the free spirit and byarri
ving at myself by experience and self-finding I can exalt my
state beyond all bondage of Karma to spiritual freedom.
These are the four pillars of the complete theory of Karma.
They are also the four truths of the dealings of Self with
Nature.


